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Abstract
Aective computing is currently an active area of research, which is attracting an
increasing amount of attention. With the diusion of aective computing in many ap-
plication areas, aective video content analysis is being extensively employed to help
computers discern the aect contained in videos. However, the relationship between the
syntactic content of the video, which is captured by low level features, and the expected
emotion elicited in humans remains unclear, while not much work has been done on the
evaluation of the intensity of discrete emotions.
In this thesis, we rst propose a computational framework to build the representation
and model from the aective video content to the categorical emotional states, while
developing a computational measure for the intensity of categorical emotional states.
Specically, a sparse vector representation is proposed in this computational framework.
The intensity of emotion can be represented by the values computed from the sparse
vector. Then, the modeling of aective content video addresses the problem of obtaining
the representative sparse vectors based on the low-level features extracted from video.
The results demonstrate that the proposed approach manages to represent and model the
aective video content based on the categorical emotional states model, and the obtained
intensity time curve of the main emotion is in concurrence with the video content. The
second aim of this thesis is to examine the importance of the aect in the area of
multimedia systems, by utilizing the sparse representation modeling in applications. We
therefore develop some useful applications towards this aim.
First, we propose an approach that employs aective analysis to automatically create
video presentations from home videos. Our novel method adaptively creates presenta-
tions for family, acquaintances and outsiders based on three properties: emotional tone,
local main character and global main character. Experimental results show that our
vi
method is very eective for video sharing and the users are satised with the videos
generated by our method.
Besides the adaptive presentation of home videos, this thesis also exploits the aective
analysis (facial expression cue), eye gaze data and previous emotional states to develop
an online multimodal approach for estimating the subtle facial expression. It is found
that the performance of recognizing \surprise" and \neutral" emotions is improved with
the help of eye pupil information; namely, this result demonstrates that the fusion of
facial expression, pupillary size and previous emotional state is a promising strategy for
detecting subtle expressions.
Furthermore, this thesis also utilizes the aective analysis to propose a novel approach
to share home photos based on the aesthetic, aective and social features. This approach
allows one to generate a suitable subset of photos from the personal photo collection
for sharing with dierent social kinship groups. It can also be used to check whether
an individual photo is appropriate for sharing with a particular kinship group. Our
experiments demonstrate the utility of the proposed approach.
Thus, our work is the rst to evaluate the intensity of emotions considering the
categorical emotional states; the rst work to fuse the facial expression, pupil size and
previous emotional state to classify the subtle facial expressions; and the rst work to
propose the concept of adaptive sharing of photos as well. Based on the developed
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1.1 Background And Motivation
In recent times, with the advancement of technology, a variety of consumer electronic
devices, such as digital cameras and computers, have become more and more popular in
our daily life. It is much easier for individuals to produce and obtain multimedia material
like videos and images. Concomitantly, the development of the multimedia analysis
techniques, such as attention analysis and semantic analysis, has enabled a variety of
multimedia applications, such as video and image retrieval, personalized television, and
multilanguage learning. However, video data is becoming increasingly voluminous and
redundant because of the steadily increasing capacity and content variety of videos. It is
thus more dicult to eectively organize and manage videos in order to nd the desired
clips or video content.
Visual attention analysis and semantic analysis are two important traditional multi-
media analysis techniques. Visual attention is a multidisciplinary endeavor which relates
to multiple elds such as cognitive psychology, computer vision and multimedia. A great
deal of research has been done on analyzing static attention and identifying Region of
Interest (ROI) in still images [MZ03, IKN98, ZS06, YLSL07]. Visual attention has been
used in many elds such as video summarization and video browsing. As the pivot of
multimedia search engines, semantic video analysis aims to provide the semantic ab-
straction built on the original video data that is closer or even equal to the high-level
understanding of human perceptual system. Both techniques help people to better un-
1
derstand and manage the multimedia material.
In addition to the above two major multimedia analysis techniques, aective com-
puting is currently one of the active research topics, attracting increasingly intensive
attention. This tremendous interest is driven by a wide spectrum of promising applica-
tions in many areas such as virtual reality, smart surveillance, perceptual interface, etc.
As Picard [Pic00] chronicles in her paper, computing is not only a \number crunching"
discipline, but also an interaction mechanism between humans and machines and some-
times even between humans. Trying to imbue computers with the human-like capabilities
of observation, interpretation and generation of aective features [TT05], aective com-
puting spans a multidisciplinary knowledge background such as psychology, cognition,
physiology and computer science. It is very important for achieving harmonious human-
computer interaction, by increasing the quality of human-computer communication and
improving the intelligence of our computer system.
With the arrival of aective computing, aective video content analysis has come into
being. Aective video content analysis makes use of both the psychological theories and
content processing to detect the high level aect contained in the video. Compared to the
traditional multimedia analysis techniques, this technique is better aligned with human's
perceptual mechanisms and the applications based on it thus tend to be more friendly,
usable and natural. Till now, few works have been done on music and movie aective
content analysis and the applications based on these technologies seem promising. For
example, a video retrieval system with the help of aective computing may not only
identify the scenes having your favorite actors, but it also can help people skip the
boring scenes and fast forward to the most exciting or interesting scenes.
1.2 Overview
In the area of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), aective computing is employed
to help computers understand the humans' aective state, and promotes the communi-
cation of machine and human beings. In order for a computer to correctly identify the
aective state of people, two fundamental issues must be addressed. One of the two is-
sues is how to represent the aective content, that is, to map the aective features to the
2
psychological model. In order to represent the aective content, Hanjalic and Xu [HX05]
built a mapping from few low-level features to a 2D (arousal and valence) emotion space.
However, this model is not complete because they only exploit four low-level features
(out of at least 27 low-level features [ZTH+10]). Then, before representing the aective
content of video, the second signicant issue arises: what features are indeed related to
the aect within a video. As one of the latest eorts on validating the relevant aective
features, Zhang et al. [ZTH+10] have selected 13 arousal features and 9 valence features
as described in their experimental results. The neglect of \control" component (it only
reects the distinction between two emotions which have similar valence and Arousal)
of aect and user study for ground truth however make this result less objective. In ad-
dition, the subjectivity of humans also complicates this problem owing to the fact that
dierent people could have dierent feelings for the same thing, which is quite common.
On the other hand, there are two main psychological models to represent the emo-
tion: dimensional emotion space model and categorical emotional states model. The
former one represents the emotion in a 3-dimensional space which are respectively \Va-
lence" (V), \Arousal" (A) and \Control" (C). However, a 2-dimensional space which is
represented by \Valence" (V) and \Arousal" (A) is more often used in research. The
later one usually make use of some simple words such as \happy" and \sad" to describe
the emotions. Many works have been done on classifying the emotions based on the
low-level features. A variety of classiers have been developed to solve the problem,
for instance, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [Kan03] and Bayesian Networks [TYA11].
However, all these works share one principal drawback: they fail to propose any compu-
tational approach to describe the intensity of emotion, instead of ill-dened adjectives,
like \little", and \very".
Due to the importance of the two above mentioned issues and the lack of compu-
tational methods for describing the discrete emotion, in this thesis, our rst work is to
build a fundamental model which lls the gap of mapping the low-level features to the
discrete emotional classes. We represent and model the aect with the sparsity-based
framework considering the categorical emotional states psychological model. In parallel,
we propose a computational and concise method to evaluate the intensity of each emo-
tion. Second, we develop useful applications based on this fundamental theory: adaptive
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presentation of home videos, a multimodal approach for online estimation of subtle facial
expression, and social photo sharing.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
 An intuitive approach is proposed to map from low-level features and the \cat-
egorical emotional states" psychological model. This work lls the gap in the
computational measurement of intensity of discrete emotional states.
 Our second work is the rst work that proposed an aect-based approach for
adaptively generating video presentation of home videos for dierent interested
social group.
 Our third work is also the rst work that introduced the eye gaze information into
online estimation of subtle facial expression.
 Our last work is also the rst work to utilize the aect factor of photos for the
selection process, going beyond only facial expressions.
The remaining part of the thesis is organized as follow: Chapter 2 will provide a
comprehensive literature survey on aect analysis of video. Chapter 3 will present a
computational framework based on sparsity representation to represent and model the
aect considering the categorical emotional states model. Chapter 4 will show an ap-
plication about the adaptive representation of home videos based on aect. Chapter 5
will detail the multimodal approach for online estimation of subtle facial expression.
Chapter 6 will elaborate on how to generate a suitable subset of photos from the per-
sonal photo collection for sharing with dierent social kinship groups, and how to check
whether an individual photo is appropriate for sharing with a particular kinship group.




Emotion is a complex psycho-physiological experience of an individual's state of mind
as interacting with biochemical (internal) and environmental (external) inuences. In
humans, emotion fundamentally involves \physiological arousal, expressive behaviors,
and conscious experience" [Mye04]. One question often asked is: How can these emo-
tions be formally represented? In addition, another area within aective computing is
the design of computational devices proposed to exhibit either innate emotional capa-
bilities or the capability of convincingly simulating emotions. Thus, how to recognize
these emotions is another issue. In the 2000s, research in computer science, engineer-
ing, psychology and neuroscience has been aimed at developing techniques that model
emotions and recognize human aect. In the remaining part of this chapter, we rst
discuss the current main contemporary psychological models, followed by an analysis of
the approaches proposed to recognize the emotions.
2.1 Emotional Models
In general, researchers have proposed two approaches to represent the psychological
models of emotion. One of the two important and widely used psychological models is
the \dimensional emotion space" model. As studied by Russell and Mehrabian [RM77],
aect can be represented by three basic underlying dimensions as below:
 Valence - type of emotion;
 Arousal - intensity of emotion;
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 Control - dominance;
For example, \anger" and \fear" have \negative" valence, while \joy" has \positive"
valence. Arousal reects the extent of reaction to stimuli from low to high. Additional-
ly, control reects the distinction between two emotions which have similar valence and
arousal. Specically, it reects the emotional control on events and environments, rang-
ing from feeling of overall lack of control to the opposite extreme of feeling in control.
Therefore, the 3-Dimensional space consisting of V, A, and C as shown in Fig. 2.1 can
represent the entire scope of human emotions as a set of points in this space. Further-
more, based on the fact that the \control" dimension has quite small and limited eect
in characterizing various emotions [GCL89], the 2-Dimensional emotion space shown in
Fig. 2.2 has often been used to model the smooth passage from one state to another
in an innite set of values [SYHH09, HX05]. Although the 2-D emotional model can
represent rich aective states as pairs of (V, A), it is not easy for most people to vocalize
their emotional experiences by describing the \Valence" and \Arousal".
Instead, laypersons usually use simple words like \happy" to express their emotional
experience. Consequently, an alternative model consisting of a set of discrete and distinct
words has been proposed. This signicant psychological model is named categorical
emotional states model [TYA11]. In this area, the study of Ekman's work [Ekm92] is
one of the important basis for some of the recent research on emotions. He introduced
six basic emotions: \happiness", \anger", \sadness", \fear", \disgust" and \surprise",
and any other emotions can be composed by a combination of these six basic emotions.
What's more, Ekman [Ekm93] proposed that an emotion should be considered to be
a \family" since he and his colleague Friesen [EF78] showed that each emotion has
not only one expression, but it has several related but visually dissimilar expressions.
Likewise, Plutchik and Conte [RH97] developed the \Circumplex Model of Emotion"
as shown in Fig. 2.3 which states that there are eight basic emotions: \anger", \fear",
\sadness", \disgust", \surprise", \anticipation", \trust", and \joy". Surely, compared to
the previous dimensional psychological model, this model also has an obvious drawback:
how to computationally describe the intensity of emotion, instead of ill-dened adjectives
like \little", and \very".
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the 3-D emotion space from [DL99]
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the 2-D emotion space from [DL99]
Figure 2.3: Illustration of Circumplex Model [TYA11].
2.2 Facial Expression Analysis
Human-computer intelligent interaction (HCII) is an emerging eld aimed at pro-
viding natural ways for humans to use computers as aids. It is argued that for the
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computer to be able to interact with humans, it needs to have the communication skills
of humans. One of these skills is the ability to understand the emotional state of peo-
ple. The most expressive way humans display emotions is through facial expressions.
Therefore, extracting and validating emotional cues through the analysis of users' facial
expressions is of high importance for improving the level of interaction in man machine
communication systems.
Eisert and Girod [EG97] exploited Triangular B-Splines to construct a generic 3D
head model and a table to describe the translation and rotation of the control points
for the facial expressions according to the scheme proposed in [Sik97]. Their model
reduced the computational complexity on estimating the facial movement and simplied
the modeling of facial expressions. However, because a table built by them in advance
was used to model the local movements, it could only deal with a small number of
control points. With more points, the estimation of facial expression and movements
can be more accurate. However, when they did the training and testing, they assumed
that a person will display a neutral expression at the beginning of any video sequence.
Although this assumption made the testing easy, it is in conict with the reality in which
any expression is possible in the video.
Black et al. [BY97] used the planar mode to recover qualitative information about
the motion of the head, and used dierent parametric models to model the image mo-
tion of the facial features within local regions in space and time. Specically, it used an
ane model for eyes, and other ane models augmented with an additional curvature
parameter for eye-brows and mouth during smiling. However, the system still imposed
some limitations on the image sequences, such as transmission rate and larger image res-
olution. Meanwhile, their experimental design had some special challenges, for example,
determining what expression was \actually" being displayed was dicult, because \dif-
ferent" expressions might appear quite similar leading to variation in human recognition
of expressions. All of these limited the real time implementation of this method.
Cohn et al. [CZLK98] developed and implemented an optical ow based approach to
detect the facial expression. Specically, the rst step was image alignment by which they
mapped the face image to a standard face model based on three facial feature points. And
next, they marked the key feature points in the rst digitized frame manually. Thirdly,
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they used a hierarchical optical ow method to automatically track feature points and
get the displacements. Finally, they used dierent discriminant function analysis in each
facial region. This system was sensitive to subtle motions in facial displays with high
accuracy, and it already can deal with limited out-of-plane face. However, it needed
manual marking of the feature points in the rst frame, which is tedious.
Cohen et al. [CGH00] used a multilevel HMM (Hidden Markov Models) architecture
to automatically do the segmentation and recognition of the facial expressions from live
video input taking advantage of the temporal cues. The novelty of their architecture was
that both segmentation and recognition of facial expressions were done automatically
using a multilevel HMM architecture while increasing the discrimination power between
the dierent aective classes. However, a database of only ve people was used to
demonstrate their system, which is too small.
Lien et al. [LKCL00] developed and implemented the rst version of a face image
analysis system (showed in Fig. 2.4) to detect, track and classify subtle changes in facial
expression with convergent methods which utilized multiple types of feature information.
It can automatically code input face image sequences into Facial Action Coding System
(developed by Ekman in 1978 [EF78]) action units which were the smallest visibly dis-
criminant changes in facial expression. However, it also needed some pre-processing to
manually mark features, though marking of features in the initial frame was partially
implemented. In addition, only small set of prototypic expressions can be recognized.
Figure 2.4: Overview of face images analysis system in [LKCL00]
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Pantic et al. [PTR01] combined several distinct extraction techniques into a hybrid,
knowledge-based approach to extract mouth features from facial images. Firstly, the
Region of Interest (ROI) in the input facial image was determined by the color-based
segmentation technique. After getting the right region, a function to get the position
of ROI was applied. Secondly, the Curve Fitting of the Mouth and Mouth template
Matching was used to localize the mouth contour in the input ROI. And thereafter the
mouth movement can be classied. Finally, the four salient mouth feature points: top
of the upper lip, bottom of the lower lip, left and right mouth corners were extracted
respectively. However, this study can only deal with limited out-of-plane head rotations
and sequences starting with an expressionless mouth appearance.
Tian et al. [TKC01] developed an Automatic Face Analysis system to analyze facial
expressions based on both permanent facial features (eyebrows, eyes, and mouth) and
transient facial features (brows, cheek, and furrow) in a nearly frontal-view face image
sequence. In their work, they used the method described in [RBK96] to automatically
extract the region of face and approximate the location of individual face features. Next,
it needed manual adjustment of the contour of the face features and components in the
initial frame. Then, multistate models of facial components were used to detect and
track both transient and permanent features. On the other hand, for transient features,
a Canny edge detector was used to quantify the amount of and orientation of furrows.
Finally, they designed three-layers neural network with one hidden layer to recognize
action units (AUs) by a standard back-propagation method. The system is shown in
Fig. 2.5. However, there were some drawbacks which limit the real-time use of this
system. First, it still needed manual adjustment for the contour of features. Second,
it did not consider the large head motion. Last, in their experiment, the used image
sequences began with a neutral face.
Cohen et al. [CSG+03] proposed two approaches to classify the facial expressions
from the static and dynamic orientations respectively. They designed the face tracking
subsystem based on the Piecewise Bezier Volume Deformation tracker. More specically,
they computed the 3D motions by the 2D image motions which are modeled as the pro-
jections of the true 3D motions and measured using template matching between frames.
The authors proposed the Tree-Augmented-Naive Bayesian with Gaussian distribution
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Figure 2.5: Feature-based automatic facial action analysis system in [TKC01]
which was considered as a static classier. On the other hand, the authors also proposed
multilevel Hidden Markov models (HMMs) as a dynamic approach to classify the facial
expressions. However, although they mentioned that the system could be changed to
adapt to the situation where a person can go from one expression to another without
passing through a neutral expression, it was not done.
Heishman et al. [HDW04] identied eye region biometrics, that is, the fatigue and en-
gagement for the interest region, within a particular HCI (Human Computer Interaction)
context (e.g., video security system monitoring). In their work, they used ve subjects to
identify those biometrics that produced meaningful and measurable responses within the
prescribed HCI scenarios. They designed four experimental sessions: Fatigued/Disen-
gaged, Fatigued/Engaged, Non-Fatigued/Disengaged, and Non-Fatigued/Engage), and
used the Eye Region Biometric Processing System (ERBPS) written by themselves to
process the extracted video frames. The signicant biometrics were found, manually
analyzed, and used as input into the Fatigued/Engaged Matrix. However, in their work,
the video needed manual processing and analysis using the ERBPS. Thus, if the test
data set was very large, it was not practical. Moreover, it did not utilize the potential
biometrics.
Cunningham et al. [CKBW04] discussed the necessary and sucient facial motions
for nine conversational expressions (agreement, disagreement, disgust, thinking, hap-
py, sadness, surprise, clueless, and confusion). They rst used the Max Planck Insti-
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tute [KWB04] to record the facial expressions of six dierent people. After that, the
sequences would be post-processed so that the selected regions associated with the ex-
pressions (mouth, eyes, eye-brows) was replaced with a static snapshot. They utilized a
custom, image-based, stereo motion-tracking algorithm to recover the 3D location of the
tracking target, and acquired a 3D model of the participant's head with a Cyberware
3D laser range scanner to determine the relative location of target to the individual's
head. In their experiment, they set up the relationship by manual interactive initial-
ization on the rst frame of each recorded sequence. For the selected regions and the
frozen regions, the nal model was rendered with an alpha value of 0 and 1 respectively
using the texture maps which refer to the texture map of the nal 3D shape model and
image pixels in the video footage. Although this method can detect many conversational
expressions, their experimental conditions were stringent, which is not proper for the use
of real system. In addition, the 3D model of each individual was required to be built in
advance, which is tedious.
Ioannou et al. [IRT+05] developed an expression recognition system which could be
robust to facial expression variations among dierent users, and evaluated facial expres-
sions through the robust analysis of appropriate facial features. Finally, a neurofuzzy
system was created, which was based on rules dened through analysis of Facial ani-
mation parameter (FAP) variations both in the discrete emotional space, as well as in
the 2D continuous activation-evaluation one. This neurofuzzy system was allowed for
further learning and adaptation to specic users' facial expression characteristics, mea-
sured though FAP estimation in real life application of the system, using the analysis
of clustering of the obtained FAP values (the FAPs were dened by the ISO MPEG-4
standard). However, this system did not work well in terms of the real-time performance.
An overview of the facial analysis and feature extraction system is given in Fig. 2.6.
Shan et al. [SGM06] proposed a Bayesian approach to modelling dynamic facial
expression temporal transitions for a more robust and accurate recognition of facial ex-
pression given a manifold constructed from image sequences. Fig. 2.7 shows the ow
chart of the proposed approach. They rst derived a generalized expression manifold for
multiple subjects, where Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features were computed for a se-
lective but also dense facial appearance representation. Supervised Locality Preserving
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Figure 2.6: The facial feature extraction and facial expression analysis system
in [IRT+05]
Projections was used to derive a generalised expression manifold from the gallery image
sequence. Then, they formulated a Bayesian temporal model of the manifold to represent
facial expression dynamics. For recognition, probed image sequences were rst embed-
ded in the low dimensional subspace and then matched against the Bayesian temporal
manifold model. However, it required manual marking of features and preprocessing of
the images.
Yeasin et al. [YBS06] rst used a biologically-motivated face detector to detect and
segment faces from the rest of the image. Second, the computed optical ow between
consecutive frames of the sequence was projected to a lower dimensional space using the
PCA (Principal Component Analysis). Third, the projected motion patterns were fed
to a bank of linear classiers to assign class labels from the set of universal expressions
to each image of the sequence. The output of linear classiers over a sequence of images
was coalesced together to form a temporal signature. Fourth, the generated temporal
signature was used to learn the underlying model of six universal facial expressions. Dis-
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Figure 2.7: A Bayesian temporal manifold model of dynamic facial expressions
in [SGM06]
crete HMMs were used in learning the models for facial expressions. Finally, recognized
facial expressions was mapped to compute levels of interest based on 3-D aect spaces.
However, the experimental database was generated by themselves, which is limited for
the implementation of approach in real world.
Ying et al. [YWH10] proposed a new approach for facial expression recognition based
on fusion of sparse representation. Specically, the sparse representation were employed
in both raw gray images and LBP of these images. The nal recognition results were
obtained by fusing this two sparse representation. However, the used test data set was
too small.
Pai and Chang [PC11] presented a novel facial expression recognition scheme based
on extension theory [Wan05]. Feature invariant approaches were employed to detect and
segment the facial region, while the positions of lips were extracted as the features of
face. Finally, the classication of facial expressions was performed by evaluating the
correlation functions. However, only few emotions were classied and few facial features
were considered.
Sandbach et al. [SZPR12] proposed a method that exploited 3D motion-based fea-
tures between frames of 3D facial geometry sequences for dynamic facial expression
recognition. GentleBoost (GB) classier and HMM were used to recognize the onset/o-
set temporal segments and model the full expression dynamics respectively. However,
GB classier can not capture the variability in the motion.
Almaev et al. [AV13] developed the novel dynamic appearance descriptor named Lo-
cal Gabor Binary Patterns from Three Orthogonal Planes (LGBP-TOP) for automatic
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facial expressions recognition in real-time. Combining the spatial and dynamic texture
analysis with Gabor ltering, their LGBP-TOP method is relatively robust to face reg-
istration errors caused by rotational alignment errors. However, few action units were
tested for this proposed approach.
Suja et al. [STD14] implemented two separate systems to recognize the facial ex-
pression from the face images. Considering neural network and K-nearest neighbor
as classiers, they used the Dual-tree complex wavelet transform and Gabor Wavelet
Transform method respectively for the extraction of feature vectors from cropped face
and whole face. However, both the training dataset and test dataset were small.
Totally, facial expression recognition contains three main components: face detection,
feature extraction and expression classication. From our above survey, we make a table
shown in Table 2.1 to summarize the existing facial expression recognition algorithms.
2.3 Multimodal Human's Emotion Analysis
As introduced in [Pic00], \aective computing" should be thought of as an interfacing
means between humans and machines and sometimes even between humans themselves.
To achieve this, application design must take into account the ability of humans to pro-
vide multimodal input to computers, thus \moving away from the monolithic window-
mouse-pointer interface paradigm and utilizing more intuitive concepts, closer to human
perceptual mechanisms. A large part of this naturalistic interaction concept is expressiv-
ity, both in terms of interpreting the reaction of the user to a particular event or taking
into account their emotional state and adapting presentation to it, since it alleviates
the learning curve for conventional interfaces and makes less technology-savvy users feel
more comfortable" [CMK+06]. As shown in the previous section, most facial expres-
sion analysis systems focus on facial expressions to estimate emotion-related activities.
Furthermore, the introduction and correlation of multiple channels may increase robust-
ness, as well as improve interpretation disambiguation in real-life situations. Multimodal
emotion recognition is therefore currently gaining ground.
Zeng et al. [ZTL+04] presented their eort towards audio-visual HCI-related aect
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































mation tracking was applied to extract facial features in their experiment. An optical
ow method was applied to track these AU movements as facial features. The movements
of facial features are related to both aective states and content of speech. Therefore,
based on the assumption that the inuence of speech on face features is temporary, and
the inuence of aect is relatively more persistent, a smoothing method was applied
to reduce the inuence of speech on facial expression to some extent. They used three
kinds of prosody features for aect recognition: logarithm of energy, syllable rate, and
two pitch candidates and corresponding scores, and applied Sparse Network of Winnow
to build two aect classiers individually based on face-only and prosody-only features.
Finally, they applied a voting method to combine the classication outputs from face
and prosody modalities. Compared with the four previous reports of bimodal aect
recognition, those which contributed to this eld include the following points. Firstly,
more aective states are analyzed, especially including four HCI-related aective states
(confusion, interest, boredom, and frustration) besides the basic emotions. Secondly,
more subjects are tested which improve the generality of their algorithm. Thirdly, they
consider the fact that a facial expression is inuenced by both an aective state and
speech content, and apply a smoothing method to reduce the inuence of speech on
facial expression to some extent. However, their tracking results are very sensitive to
the initial frame, because the face tracker they used required that the expression of the
initial frame is neutral with closed mouth. Also, only person-dependent experiments
were done.
Gunes and Piccardi [GP05] presented an approach to automatic visual emotion recog-
nition from two modalities: expressive face and body gesture. In their work, face and
body movements were captured simultaneously using two separate cameras. For each
face and body image sequence, single \expressive" or \apex" frames were selected man-
ually for analysis and recognition of emotions using Weka, a tool for automatic clas-
sication [WFT+99]. Individual classiers were trained from individual modalities for
uni-modal emotion recognition. They fused facial expression and aective body gesture
information at the feature and at the decision-level. Finally, they further extended the
aect analysis into a whole image sequence by a multi-frame post integration approach
which chose the emotion with the maximum amount of recognized frames as the \as-
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signed emotion" or nal decision for a whole video over the single frame recognition
results. In their experiment, they created their own bi-modal database by capturing
Figure 2.8: The system framework for mono-modal and bi-modal emotion recogniton
in [GP05]
face and body simultaneously from 23 people using two cameras (as shown in Fig. 2.8),
since they were not able to nd a publicly available database with bi-modal expressive
face and body gesture. Based on the survey asking the participants to evaluate their
own performance, a number of recorded sequences were treated as outliers and not in-
cluded in their work by which the experiment results were more accurate. However, it
was an extra task to manually select the neutral frame and a set of previous frames for
feature extraction and tracking. In their experiment, the training and test datasets were
person-dependent with just four subjects, which inuences the generality of the system.
And few hand gestures and postures were considered.
Jaimes et al. [JNL+05] examined the aective content of meeting videos. First they
asked ve subjects to manually label three meeting videos using continuous response
measurement (continuous-scale labeling in real-time) for arousal (excited/calm) and va-
lence (pleasure/displeasant) (the two dimensions of the human aect space). Then they
automatically extracted audio-visual features to characterize the aective content of the
videos. Finally, they compared the results of manual labeling and low-level automatic
audiovisual feature extraction.
However, in the visual analysis step, when they applied the Visual Trigger Templates
framework to detect large posture changes, which may indicate interest level changes.
The used templates were manually constructed. So it limits the size of dataset of testing
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video. In this study, the techniques they used were simple, and they only considered
low-level features of audio-visual features. Therefore, there may be scope to improve
their work.
Caridakis et al. [CMK+06] described a multi-cue, dynamic approach in naturalis-
tic video sequences using the Valence-Arousal space as the representation of emotion.
Specically, the framework of the recognition of facial expressions is described in Fig. 2.9.
They rst located the face to estimate the approximate facial feature locations from the
head position and rotation, and the head was segmented focusing on the following facial
areas: left eye/eyebrow, right eye/eyebrow, nose and mouth. In this stage, because the
naturalistic video can have some frames without face, they applied the nonparametric
discriminant analysis with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify face and non-
face areas. They chose the MPEG-4 Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) to measure
the deformation of these feature points and identify the expressions. Then, they fused
intermediate feature masks of every isolated area to generate the nal mask. Finally,
19 feature points(FPs) were extracted from the nal mask, and the FAPs were obtained
compared to FPs from the neutral frame. They also exclusively analyzed the vocal ex-
pressions based on prosody and related to pitch and rhythm. They extracted several
types of features: pitch interval based features, nucleus length features and distances
between nuclei by analyzing each tune with a method employing prosodic representa-
tion based on perception called \Phonogram". The fusion of visual and acoustic features
was performed on a frame basis, meaning that the values of the segment-based prosodic
features were repeated for every frame of the tune considering preserving the maximum
of the available information. The nal recognition was performed via a \Simple Recur-
rent Network" which lends itself well to modeling dynamic events in both user's facial
expressions and speech.
However, in their facial expression recognition, the system required the neutral frame
for the subject because of the use of MPEG-4 FAPs. Here, the neutral frame means that
the subject's expression is neutral in that frame. So they needed to manually select the
neutral frame from video sequences to input into the system, which increases the extra
work.
Caridakis et al. [CCK+07] presented a multimodal approach for the recognition of
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Figure 2.9: Diagram of the proposed methodology of [CMK+06]
eight emotions that integrated information from facial expressions, body movement and
gestures and speech. A Beyesian Classier was trained and tested for each modali-
ty. Finally, both feature-level fusion and decision-level fusion were exploited on these
multimodal data. However, few samples were tested for each emotion.
Nicolaou et al. [NGP11a] proposed a method for continuous prediction of spontaneous
aect from multiple cues and modalities in Valence-Arousal Space. Using bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory neural networks and Support Vector Machines for Regression
(SVR) technique, facial expression, shoulder gesture and audio cues were fused for di-
mensional and continuous prediction of emotions in valence and arousal space. However,
the set of subjects was small.
Prado et al. [PSLD12] made use of the dynamic Bayesian network to classify the
emotion from facial expression and vocal expression. Based on the recognized emotion
result from face and voice, a Bayesian Mixture Model Fusion method was employed to do
the nal decision of emotional state. However, the experimental data are collected from
the pre-dened good environment, which diers the real environment. Thus, maybe it
is not suitable for the implementation in the real environment.
Chen et al. [CTLM13] proposed a novel framework to model the temporal dynamics
information of face expression and body gesture. Employing the Histogram of Oriented
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Gradients (HOG) on the Motion History Image and Image-HOG features, this framework
made use of SVM classier to classify the emotion of subject into six basic emotions.
However, the classication rates on sadness and surprise were relatively low. Also, both
training set and test set were small.
The emotion of people can be reected by many channels: facial expression, body
language, physiological signal, etc. On the whole, combining dierent signals can improve
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rates on sadness and
surprise are relatively
low; 2) the training set
and test set are both
small.
\FE" = \Facial Expression"; \SP" = \Speech"; \BG" = \Body Gestures"; \DL" = \Decision
Level"; \FL" = \Feature Level";
Table 2.2: Summarization of multimodal user's emotion analysis
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2.4 Aective Content In Videos
Based on psychological theories and models mentioned above, the emerging area of
aective video content analysis hopes to enable computers to recognize the emotions
and aect contained in videos. As a relatively new multimedia analysis technique, it
faces some challenges. One critical issue is to understand the mapping from the low-
level features and the aect in terms of dierent psychological models, that is, how to
recognize the emotions by the aective features.
One signicant work based on \dimensional emotion space" model was reported by
Hanjalic and Xu [HX05]. In their computational framework, the aective content of
a given video clip was dened as the intensity and type of feeling or emotion. They
extracted the features from both audio and visual signals to model Arousal and Valence
components considering the 2-dimensional emotional psychological model. Besides, they
combined the obtained Arousal and Valence time curves into the aect curve that can
serve to determine the prevailing mood per segment of a video.
Specically, they proposed a function integrating these three components: motion,
rhythm and sound energy, and evaluated it on a number of representative test sequences.
Therefore, they modeled the arousal time curve in general as a function of three compo-
nents. Valence is modeled similarly. Considering that their models need to be psychologi-
cally justiable because arousal and valence are psychological categories, the components
selected to model the Arousal and Valence should satisfy: comparability, compatibili-
ty, and smoothness. Thus, they chose the motion component, rhythm component, and
sound energy component as the low-level features. On the other hand, for simplicity,
they just chose the Pitch-Average component as the low-level feature. Thus, specically,
the complete arousal model is dened as follow: %beginequation
However, they don't describe how to select the general user, which is important
because the curves elicited from him/her will be dierent based on the dierences among
users. Also, only three low-level features to model the Arousal and one for Valence is
perhaps not enough as [SVE+12] mentioned that there at least 1841 low-level features.
More low-level features should be taken into account. Additionally, when they integrated
the feature function, the weight wi used in formula is not validated in any study, and
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at the end of this paper, the authors mentioned that the relations known so far are
rather vague and therefore dicult to map onto reliable models for arousal or valence
components which perhaps have the possibility for further improvement of the obtained
representation in searching for more concrete relations between the aect dimensions
(arousal and valence) and low-level features.
Based on the work of Hanjalic and Xu, Sun et al. [SYHH09] proposed an improved
2-dimensional Valence-Arousal emotional space to represent and recognize the aective
video content. The V-A emotional space was divided into a set of typical fuzzy emotion-
al subspaces representing the certain discrete aective states. Subsequently, a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) was employed to determine the maximum membership principle
and the threshold principle which represent and recognize the aective video content.
Consequently, Soleymani et al. [SKCP09] introduced a Bayesian classication framework
for aective video tagging that allows taking contextual information into account. In
their method, informative features extracted from three information streams -video (vi-
sual), sound (auditory), and subtitle (textual)- were linearly combined to compute the
arousal at the shot level using a relevance vector machine. Consequently, the Bayesian
classication based on the shots arousal and content-based features allowed tagging these
scenes into three aective classes: positive excited, negative excited and calm. Zhang et
al. [ZTH+10] built a Support Vector Regression (SVR) model for Arousal and Valence
respectively to map the features to the aective states. In their paper, they extracted
quite rich audio-visual features, and employed SVR model with RBF kernel to select
the most eective features. All the above mentioned papers have done the classica-
tion on valence and arousal dimension respectively, assuming the valence and arousal
are independent. However, various psychological ndings indicate that these aective
dimensions, such as valence, arousal, and control, are correlated; therefore, the aective
video content analysis based on the \dimensional emotion space" model has a new trend
lately to consider the correlations between these dimensions. In order to model inter-
dimensional correlations, Nicolaou et. al [NGP11b] proposed a novel, multi-layer hybrid
framework utilizing a graphical model named Auto-Regressive Coupled HMM (ACHM-
M) for emotion classication by geometric features based on symmetric spatio-temporal









Hanjalic & Xu [HX05]
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- Linear weight Func-
tion
Sun & Yu [SY07]
p p p
4 HMMs
Sun et al. [SYHH09]
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- GMM
Soleymani et al. [SKCP09]
p p p p
- Bayesian Classier
Zhang et al. [ZTH+10]
p p p
- SVR
Teixeira et al. [TYA11]
p p p
6 HMMs / Bayesian
Network
Nicolaou et. al [NGP11b]
p p
ACHMM
Xu et al. [XWH+12]
p p p p
5 HMMs
Cui et al. [CLT+13]
p p p
SVR
Acar et al. [AHA14]
p p p
SVMs
Note: \DM" = \Dimensional Model"; \CM" = \Categorical Model"; \V" = \Visual"; \A" =
\Audio"; \T" = \Texture"; \EMs" = \Emotions". This table is organized by their publication year.
Table 2.3: Summarization of the related work of aective content in videos.
In addition to the works on the \dimensional emotion space" model, many works
have put eorts on the \categorical emotional states" model, since this model is easier to
articulate the emotional experience. Kang [Kan03] rst performed an empirical study on
the relation between the emotional events and low-level features (color, motion and shot
cut rate) in terms of manual labeling of the training data, and then constructed Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to detect aective events contained in video. In their paper, three
types of emotions: joy, sadness and fear were classied. However, only three emotional
events were detected. Compared to their work, an aective video content representation
and recognition framework presented by Sun and Yu [SY07] could detect one more
emotional event. In their work, aective video content units of dierent granularities
were rst located by excitement intensity curves, and then the selected aective content
units were used to construct video aective tree. Based on the excitement intensity
curve, the aective intensity of each unit at various levels of video aective tree can
also be quantied into several levels from weak to strong. Many middle level audio and
visual aective features, which represent emotional characteristics, were designed and
extracted to construct observation vectors. Based on these observation vector sequences,
HMM-based aective video content recognizers were trained and tested to recognize the
basic emotional events of audience (joy, anger, sadness and fear). What's more, Teixeira
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et al. [TYA11] created the aective model from real data acquired through a series of user
experiments to reect the aective state of a viewer after they watched the video clip.
Bayesian network topology and Hidden Markov Models were employed to recognize six
emotional events in their work. Recently, additional information is taken advantage of to
recognize more emotions. Xu et al. [XWH+12] proposed a three-level aective content
analysis framework using the textual information except the audio and visual features.
Specically, they obtained a mid-level representation like dialog, audio emotional events
and textual concepts from machine learning on low-level features, and then infer high-
level aective content with the assistance of these mid-level representations. Cui et
al. [CLT+13] has employed support vector regression (SVR) to model arousal and valence
of aect based on the audio-visual features. Acar et al. [AHA14] utilizes multi-class
support vector machines (SVMs) for the aective classication of music video clips in
the Valence-Arousal space. However, the classication accuracy is not very high (below
60%).
In this part, we can nd that a variety of methods are proposed to represent and
detect the aective content within videos. The reviewed papers are summarized in
Table 2.3.
2.5 Summary
Aective video content analysis has been proposed to help people to better under-
stand the semantics of video, and help make applications more friendly, and natural. In
this chapter, we presented a survey on the psychological emotional model and aective






Aective computing [Pic00] is currently an active research area, due to the increased
users' expectation of natural interaction with computers. Aective video content anal-
ysis is an important sub-area that makes use of both the psychological theories and
computational methods to recognize the high level aective content present in videos.
It is better aligned with humans' perceptual mechanisms, which enables more friendly
and usable applications.
We rst present some background information on \what is the aect of a video clip"
and \how to represent the aect with the psychological models". In modern psychology,
the aective domain represents one of the three divisions: the cognitive, the conative,
and the aective [McK76]. Aect is the experience of feeling or emotion. In this chapter,
we dene the aect (emotion) of a video clip as the type of emotion that is expected
to arise in the viewers when they are watching that video clip. The expected emotion
refers to the one that is either intended to be felt by the viewers (by the video creator),
or felt by the most viewers who are watching the video clip.
\Dimensional emotion space" and \categorical emotional states" are the two most
widely used psychological models. The dimensional emotion space model considers the
emotion space as a 3-dimensional space of valence, arousal and control. In the categorical
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emotional states model, emotional experiences are represented by a set of discrete and
distinct words such as \happy", \sad" and \angry". We choose this model because it is
very natural for us to relate to these categorical states and hence it is very intuitive. How
to model and represent these emotional categories in video is a challenge. Moreover, this
model has an obvious drawback { it is not clear how one can compute the \intensity"
of emotion, instead of using ill-dened adjectives like \little", and \very". We present a
solution to this problem as well in this chapter. We take a sparse representation based
approach [Can06] in this chapter.
How to best map the low-level video content features (such as color and motion)
into the discrete emotional states, and explicitly determine the extent of each emotion-
al state is the most signicant objective of this chapter. As stated in [Zet12], colors
or particular color groups can inuence our emotions, and the intelligent use of colors
can produce a variety of specic overall emotional eects. Specically, warm colors are
perceived to possess high energy and excite us, but cold colors are of low energy and
calm us down. The deviation around the main \hue" is what determines the warmth
or coldness of a color. This was extensively studied by Rudolf Arnheim, a well-known
perception psychologist and art theorist [Zet12]. He found that cold colors of less satu-
ration can dampen the mood of people, whereas highly saturated warm colors can excite
them. Therefore, low-level features like the color content are related to the emotions
conveyed by the visual component of video. However, the relationship between the low-
level features of videos and the expected emotions elicited in humans is still not well
understood. How does the combination of low-level features contribute to aect is still
an open problem in aective computing, and most existing approaches have not yielded
good results. It is also very dicult to determine if the number of features and the
construction of features are sucient to recognize the aect within video. For sparse
representation, as long as the number of features employed is large enough, even ran-
domly chosen features are sucient to recover the sparse representation (i.e. recover the
important information related to aect in our problem) [Can06]. Sparse representation
oers a new perspective on feature selection { it shows that the number of features is
much more important than the details of how they are constructed [YWMS07]. There-
fore, we use many features resulting in a high-dimensional space from which we extract
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the right sparse representation. Interestingly, [WMM+10] has argued that \the sparse
representation to uncover semantic information derives in part from a simple but im-
portant property of the data: although the images (or their features) are naturally very
high dimensional, in many applications images belonging to the same class exhibit de-
generate structure". Given the fact that humans agree on a small set of adjectives for
emotional experiences across languages, cultures and ages does point to the existence of
some basic degenerate structure. Thus, sparse representation can be taken advantage of
to capture/recover the basic characteristic of each emotion. Our ndings show that the
sparsity based approach is indeed eectively able to represent the categorical emotion
model. It corroborates the utility of the sparse representation for extracting semantic
information [WMM+10]. It must be noted that many of these features have been used
separately in the past, motivated by psychological considerations.
In this chapter, we propose a computational framework to link the aective features
with the emotional states considering the psychological model of \categorical emotional
states". We also try to address the lack of an intensity measure in this categorical
psychological model. We develop a sparse vector representation in this computational
framework, with a method to compute the \intensity" of the emotions. In addition,
we show how to obtain the representative sparse vectors from the low-level features
extracted from video. The approach is exible - features extracted from any modality
(audio, visual, dialog and even subtitles) can be used in this representation framework.
The key contributions of this chapter are:
 A simple, fast and intuitive method is proposed to map the low-level features to
the \categorical" emotional states.
 A computational measure is proposed to capture the \intensity" of \discrete" e-
motional states.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews the related work to serve as
a preamble. Section 3.3 elaborates the sparse representation and modeling of aective
content within videos, and discusses the construction of sample matrix. Section 3.4
describes the relevant experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Related Work
As discussed in subsection 2.4, [HX05, SYHH09, SKCP09, ZTH+10, NGP11b, CLT+13,
AHA14] took advantage of dierent techniques to analyze the arousal and valence fac-
tors of emotion in the 2D dimensional emotion space psychological model. In addi-
tion, many eorts have been put on the categorial emotional space psychological model.
[Kan03, SY07, TYA11, XWH+12] developed dierent classiers, such as HMMs, GMM,
and Bayesian network, to identify the discrete emotional states.
3.3 Methodology
Emotions are an integral part of story-telling via videos. For example, movie directors
are always concerned whether a shot evokes what they expect the audience should feel
at that moment [BTA90], which indicates the central role of emotion for videos.
As observed by Sun and Yu [SY07], Zhang et al. [ZTH+10], Kang [Kan03] and
Hanjalic and Xu [HX05], the aect within a video clip can often be captured by the low-
level features, such as color features, MFCCs, and sound energy. For example, Sun and
Yu [SY07] have validated that motion, shot length and sound energy are robust enough
to characterize the \happy" content in a video. In order to represent the aective content
of a video clip, these features therefore can be extracted to form a feature vector whose
\emotional property" is dened as the corresponding emotional state induced in viewers
when they are watching that video clip. If multiple emotions are elicited on viewers,
then the \emotional property" refers to the dominant emotion among them.
[Phi99] stated that \When it comes to expressing emotions, members of widely dier-
ent cultures have much in common,..., Such ndings imply that beneath all the cultural
complexity of mankind, there is a core of basic emotional expression that is understood
all over the world." This is also evidenced by the fact that most languages have distinct
words for the common emotions. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that there is a
universally shared core information hidden behind each emotional expression. Movie di-
rectors therefore use a broad but common set of audio-visual recipes for evoking dierent
kinds of emotions. It must be recognized that it is broad enough to allow for tremen-
dous creativity in conveying the same emotion. Yet there is often a common discernible
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thread. Thus, each emotion has core features or the combination of features that dier
from other emotions, e.g. sound energy to distinguish \happy" and \sad" states. Then,
we can further assume that the vectors of core features extracted from dierent aective
videos are distinctive and separated, while the feature vectors from videos with the same
aect are more similar. This is like a \template pattern" in the template matching prob-
lem. However, template matching methods do not perform well, for example: [JJVS09]
has a problem that because there are several times of project (3D to 2D, then 2D to 3D
to nd the motions), the obtained features is not so reliable. Based on this hypothesis,
we can dene that the representative feature vector of each emotion to be the feature
vector consisting of the core features, and which is extracted from a video clip with only
that emotion. Then, any feature vector representing one kind of emotion can only be
represented as a linear combination of the corresponding representative feature vectors.
However, as the emotions elicited by a video clip are mixed in general, which has been
veried by [Pet09] stating \...They can have many emotions at the same time. Emotions
are mixed in...emotions are possibly composed of many more components...", we have
to note that the feature vector generally contains more than one emotion. We call this
typical situation as the \practical case" while in the \ideal case", the feature vector
contains only one emotion.
In the remaining part of this section, we rst present a general overview of sparse
representation in the subsection 3.3.1, followed by the details on how to exploit sparsity
to represent and model the aective video content in the subsection 3.3.2. Finally, in
the subsection 3.3.3, we discuss the conditions that the sample matrix needs to satisfy
in order to obtain a better representation and we discuss methods for constructing the
\optimal" sample matrix.
3.3.1 Overview of Sparse Representation
The algorithmic problem of computing sparse linear representations has seen a re-
cent surge of interest in the statistical signal processing area [Can06]. In all of what
follows, we will adopt a somewhat abstract and general point of view about the sparse
representation. And then we will relate it to our problem in the next sub-section.
The representation and compression of the signal is the original objective of studying
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the sparse representation. The basic idea of compressive sampling is that for certain types
of signals, just a small number of nonadaptive samples carries sucient information to
approximate the signal well. Research in this eld can be categorized into two classes:
sampling and reconstruction. The way to construct a signal approximation given a
vector of noisy samples is the major algorithmic challenge in this research eld. Thus an
arbitrary discrete signal f is sparse and compressive if the signal value sequence of f is
concentrated on a small set and a small number of samples are enough to approximate
the signal well. We say that the signal f is s-sparse when kfk0  s, where k  k0 denotes
the `0-norm, i.e., it counts the number of non-zero entries in a vector. In the sensing
mechanism, the partial information about f is obtained by linear functionals recording
the values.
yi = hf;  ii; i = 1; : : : ; k (3.1)
Eq.(3.1) can also be written as Eq.(3.2) where 	 is the k  n matrix with  i as rows or
equivalently.
y = 	f (3.2)
The above equation can also be explained as the action of a downsampling matrix 	
on the target signal f in the theory of compressive sampling. Given y, we can solve
Eq.(3.2) to nd the original signal f . However, 	 is a real k  n matrix and k < n, the
number of solutions of Eq.(3.2) is innite. The objective of sparse representation is to
nd a sparse signal ~f to represent the original signal f by choosing the solution of the
optimization problem under the `0-norm (or `1-norm, or `2-norm).
`i : ~f = argmin
f
kfki; Subject to y = 	f; i = 0; 1; 2 (3.3)
Since the signal f is compressive, and even sparse, the approximation ~f is close enough
to represent f accurately based on the above discussion. Next, we will discuss how to
employ the \sparse representation" into the analysis of aective content within videos.
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3.3.2 Representation And Modeling
Let us rst consider the case where the test video clip can elicit only one emotion
from the viewers. Then given the test feature vector y 2 <k, which is a k-dimensional
feature vector that represents the aective content of a test video clip. We assume there
are m basic emotional states (emotional categories). Let j;i 2 <k for i = 1; : : : ; nj be
the representative feature vectors of the jth emotional state, where nj is the cardinality
of this set of representative feature vectors. We put the representative feature vectors of
the jth emotional state into a knj matrix Aj , which is called the \sub-sample matrix"
and Aj = [j1; : : : ;j;nj ]. Accordingly, we form a kn matrix A = [A1; : : : ; Am], which
is called the \sample matrix". Then, we have n =
Pm
j=1 nj . If we write y as a linear
combination of the representative feature vectors, then for each emotional state we can
have:
y = j1j1 +j2j2 +   +j;njj;nj = Ajj (3.4)
where j = [j1; j2; : : : ; j;nj ]
T 2 <nj , for j = 1; : : : ;m, and j is the linear coecient
vector.
Furthermore, we have assumed that any feature vector representing an emotional
state can be represented only as a linear combination of the corresponding representative
feature vectors. As a consequence, if y belongs to the qth emotional state, where q 2
f1; : : : ;mg, then, the linear coecient vector j for j = 1; : : : ;m is equal to the zero
vector 0 except q as shown in Eq.(3.5). Moreover, based on Eq.(3.5), we can write y
as a linear combination of the representative feature vectors of all the emotional states
using Eq.(3.6) as follows.
j
8>><>>:
= 0 j 6= q
6= 0 j = q
(3.5)
y = A11 +   +Aqq +   +Amm = Ax (3.6)
where, A = [A1; : : : ; Am]
x = [1; : : : ;q 1;q;q+1; : : : ;m]
T
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Figure 3.1: An example for the \ideal case" of the relationship between the entry values
of x and each column of sample matrix A based on the sparse representation: y = Ax.
where, A is the complete \sample matrix", and x 2 <n(n =Pmj=1 nj) which is called the
\sparse solution" is a sparse vector within which the entries should be zero, except for
the ones associated with the qth emotional state. Specically, let us treat x as a signal.
When there are a large number of representative feature vectors for each emotion (nj for
j = 1 : : :m is large), the signal x is very long because of the large n. However, the signal
x only has s non-zero coecients (s = kqk0  nq  n), while Eq.(3.5) is satised.
Therefore, x is sparse and compressive because its non-zero coecients are concentrated
on a small set. Referring to the previous discussion about sparse representation, x can be
compared to f with A being the downsampling matrix 	, y being the partial information
signal of f . We therefore aim to nd x by solving Eq.(3.6). Intuitively, all the non-zero
coecients of the solution of Eq.(3.6) should only correspond to the columns of Aq, which
happens in the \ideal case", that is, when Eq.(3.5) is satised. Accordingly, the location
of the non-zero entries of x predicts the emotional property of the test feature vector
y { the emotional state whose corresponding entries in x are non-zero. Fig. 3.1 shows
an example to visually depict the relation of the entry values of x to each sub-sample
matrix in A in the ideal case.
However, Eq.(3.6) is under-determined when k  n, which is more typical in practice,
that is, the number of solutions of Eq.(3.6) is innite. When we solve this equation by
considering the `1-minimization problem using COSAMP [NT09], we can obtain the
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Figure 3.2: An example for the \practical case" of the relationship between the entry
values of ~x and each column of sample matrix A by solving y = Ax using the COSAM-
P [NT09].
approximation ~x of x.
`1 : ~x = argmin
x
kxk1; Subject to y = Ax (3.7)
It is possible that ~x cannot guarantee that its non-zero coecients would only be associ-
ated with the columns of Aq, that is, the coecients of ~x do not satisfy Eq.(3.5). Other
than the under-determined nature of the linear equation, two other reasons can also ex-
plain this phenomenon. First, the noise, such as environmental noise and camera motion,
possibly impacts the values of the extracted features. Second, it could be an instance
of the \practical" case. The test video clip represented by y simultaneously contains
several emotions, such as happiness mixed with sadness in case of nostalgia. Therefore,
the non-zero entries of x are separated into several emotional categories. Fig. 3.2 shows
the visualization of the practical case of the solution ~x.
We need to discuss about how to determine the emotional property of y and the
intensity of each emotion within y when the coecients of its corresponding ~x do not
satisfy Eq.(3.5). We focus on the dominant emotion. We would like to guess that the
columns from the \dominant" (or say \main" or \correct") emotional category in A
should have the most contribution into ~x; therefore, we not only capture how well the
entries in ~x are associated with each \sub-sample matrix", but also discuss the intensity
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of each emotion within y.
For the rst point, we introduce the function denoted by j(x) that returns a new
vector which is composed of all the coecients of x corresponding to Aj , and j(x) 2
<nj . Then, let ~yj = Ajj(~x), for j = 1; : : : ;m, represents the approximation of y for the
jth emotional state in terms of ~x. The dierence 'j between y and its approximation
~yj can be computed by Eq.(3.8).
'j = ky   ~yjk2 = ky  Ajj(~x)k2 (3.8)
The value 'j can be interpreted as how close or how well the coecients within ~x are
associated with the sub-sample matrix Aj for j = 1; : : : ;m. Namely, the smaller 'j
is, the closer y and ~yj are, which means the representative feature vectors of the jth
emotional state match better with y. We therefore determine the \correct" emotional






This classication rule is corroborated by the experimental results in Section 3.4.
From another angle, the dierence 'j represents the degree of match between y and
the columns of Aj . In other words, the smaller the dierence 'j is, the more signicant is
the jth emotional state's (representative feature vectors) contribution to y. Obviously,
the intensity of an emotional state is directly proportional to the importance of this
emotional state within y. It means the intensity of the jth emotional state is inversely
proportional to the dierence 'j . In order to computationally describe the intensity of
the jth emotional state, let ' = ['1; : : : ; 'm]
T 2 <m be the residual vector of y. Then,
we can compute the intensity j of the jth emotional state within y using Eq.(3.10).
j = 1  'jj'maxj
(3.10)
Here, the j is scaled to the range between 0 (weakest) and 1 (strongest).
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3.3.3 Sample Matrix
In previous sub-section, we have detailed the sparse representation and modeling
of the aective content within videos, as well as the recognition of emotion and the
computation of its intensity. However, we do not discuss how to construct the sample
matrix A, which is the main focus of this section. Specically, the question is: how
to nd the representative feature vectors of the jth emotional state for j = 1; : : : m?
However, since we intend to solve Eq.(3.6) instead of Eq.(3.4), we only need to consider
the overall sample matrix A instead of the sub-sample matrix Aj for j = 1; : : : ;m. Yet,
the construction possibilities and choices of A are innite. Accordingly, the solutions
~x based on dierent A are distinct. Naturally, we want the best solution ~x. Also,
the sample matrix A which enables Eq.(3.7) to generate the best solution is called the
\optimal" sample matrix. In the remaining part of this subsection, 3.3.3.1 will discuss the
properties that the \optimal" A should satisfy mathematically; and 3.3.3.2 will describe
two methods for constructing A.
3.3.3.1 Property of Sample Matrix
Our nal aim is that the solution ~x to the equation y = Ax should be exact, i.e.,
~x = x in terms of the \optimal" sample matrix A. Therefore, in our model, we would
like to answer the question: how well can ~x recover (or approximate) the signal x (if we
treat the sparse solution x as a signal) that is sparse or compressive in terms of varied
A? In other words, we have to specify the conditions that the sample matrix A should
satisfy such that ~x will best recover x. So, we have
Theorem 3.3.1 ([CT05]) Assume that x is s -sparse and suppose that 2s + 3s < 1
or, better 2s + s;2s < 1. Then the solution ~x to Eq.(3.7) is exact, i.e., ~x = x.
Candes and Tao [CT06] proposed the above strong condition of sample matrix, which
is called uniform uncertainty principle (UUP) and dened in [CT05]. The UUP essen-
tially states that the k by n sample matrix A obeys a \restricted isometry property
(RIP) [CT05]" which makes the exact solution possible. In other words, the geometry of
sparse signals should be preserved under the action of the sample matrix. To quantify
this idea, let AT , T  f1; : : : ; ng be the k x jT j submatrix obtained by extracting the
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columns of A corresponding to the indices within T . Then, they dened the s -restricted
isometry constant of a matrix A as the least number s for which
(1  s)kxk22  kATxk  (1 + s)kxk22 whenever kxk0  s (3.11)
k  k2 denotes the `2-norm. For all subsets T with jT j  s and coecient sequences
(xj)j2T , Eq.(3.11) holds. The above equation implies that each collection of s columns
from A approximately behaves like an orthonormal system. In short, if the UUP holds
at the sparse level s, it can be proven that exact recovery is possible via the `1 -norm
minimization.
Therefore, we can say: if the columns of sample matrix obeys RIP, then we can obtain
the best recovery of x, i.e. the best solution ~x of Eq.(3.6). However, when s is very large,
it is computationally dicult and time-consuming to check whether a matrix provably
satises the UUP or not. We know nothing about the value of s. A is a k  n matrix,
which means a total of n representative feature vectors are selected from all the emotional
states. Then, a natural question now arises: how many representative feature vectors are
necessary to acquire s -sparse signal? That is, what is the possible relationship between
s and n, even when counting the k (the number of features extracted)? Needell and
Tropp [NT09] argued that the minimum number of basic samples n  2s on account
of the following simple argument: two dierent s -sparse signals cannot be mapped to
the same one. Therefore, each collection of 2s columns from the sample matrix must be
non-singular. We need to formalize this intuition.
We would like the conditions in Theorem 3.3.1 to hold for large values of s, ideally
of the order of k! How to construct one sample matrix A so that any collection of s
columns from A is almost orthogonal? And what are the possible values of s? Although
it is computationally dicult to check if a sample matrix provably satises the UUP
for large s, we know that trivial randomized constructions will do so with overwhelming
probability [NT09]. The high-dimensional sphere is mostly empty, it is possible to pack
many vectors while maintaining approximate orthogonality, which is due to the \blessing
of high-dimensionality" [Don00][Can06]. Therefore, the conditions 2s + 3s < 1 and
2s+s;2s < 1 hold for s = O(k= log(n=k)) with probability 1 O(exp(n)) for some  > 0,
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when n vectors (i.e., n feature vectors) are obtained on the unit sphere of <k (i.e., k
features extracted) independently and uniformly at random, see [Can06]. Consequently,
we can say that: if n, k, s have the following relationship: s = O(k= log(n=k)), then we
can obtain the exact recovery of x, i.e., the conditions in Theorem 3.3.1 hold for A.
In summary, if one sample matrix A of dimension kn satises one of the following
conditions.
 A obeys the UUP.
 s = O(k= log(n=k))
Then, the best recovery of x occurs, i.e., ~x = x [Can06]. Our original aim is thus
achieved.
3.3.3.2 Construction of the optimal Sample Matrix
In our modeling, \optimal" refers to the situation when the sample matrix can help
Eq.(3.7) obtain the best solution. In other words, the solution ~x better represents the
original x when the \optimal" sample matrix is used. It is easy to see that a sample
matrix A satisfying one of the above mentioned conditions is \optimal". Therefore,
when we have a sample matrix, checking whether it satises one of the two conditions
is a possible way to verify whether the sample matrix is optimal or not.
As discussed earlier, the individual representative feature vector was not assumed to
have any requirement or any particular semantic meaning. They are typically chosen
from standard bases such as Fourier, Gaussian, Binary or even generated from ran-
dom matrices [CT06][Can06][WYG+09]. Two methods therefore can be made use of to
construct an optimal sample matrix. They are:
1. Form A by taking all the training samples which is an over-complete database.
2. Form A by sampling n columns vectors uniformly and randomly on the unit sphere
of <k.
For Method (1), the reason for A being optimal is based on the following argument. \The
sparse representation is naturally discriminative: among all subsets of base vectors, it
selects the subset which most compactly expresses the input signal and rejects all other
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possible but less compact representations" [WYG+09]. If there are sucient training
feature vectors for each emotional state, it has a large probability to represent the
test feature vector as a linear combination of just these training feature vectors with
the same emotional property. Therefore, this representation is naturally sparse, as it
only employs a very small subset of the overall training feature vectors. Wright et.
al. [WYG+09] argue that in many interesting problems, the sparsest linear representation
can occur in terms of this over-complete database, and the recovery of x is ecient via
`1 -minimization. Therefore, the sample matrix constructed by Method (1) can yield
the best approximation of x, as well as be \optimal".
For Method (2), there is a claim [BDDW08][CW08][WMM+10] using fairly standard
results in probability theory that, with overwhelming probability, the matrix A of di-
mension kn generated by Method (2) obeys the \Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)"
(i.e., the condition of Theorem (3.3.1) provided that
k  c1  s log(n=s) (3.12)
where c1 is some constant depending on each instance [BDDW08][CW08]. It means that
Theorem 3.3.1 holds for this sample matrix A, that is, the columns of sample matrix
A are orthogonal, and the exact recovery of x occurs. Therefore, A is optimal. The
inequality can be written as:
n  s  10c2k=s (3.13)
where c2 = 1=c1. The probability of constructing a sample matrix which does not
obey the \Restricted Isometry Property" is exponentially small in k; see also [CW08].
Additionally, the equation s = O(k= log(n=k)) can also be expressed as Eq.(3.14):
n = k  10ck=s (3.14)
where c is a constant. Consequently, as long as the relationship of n, k and s satises
this equation when the sparsity s is very large, the sample matrix A is also optimal
based on the discussion in the previous section.
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Emotion Happy Anger Sadness Fear Disgust Neutral Tenderness
Nshots 171 285 327 317 276 96 258
Nscenes 132 201 227 229 180 58 187
Table 3.1: The number of shots and scenes for each emotion.
In summary, Method (1) and (2) can both be utilized to construct an optimal sample
matrix. On the other hand, there is a small probability that the matrix may not be
optimal.
3.4 Experiments
Ideally, it would be best to use video clips with pure basic emotions to construct
sample matrix. However, it is very hard to obtain video clips with only one single
emotion since emotions are very subjective. There is no standard public database of
such aective videos. As discussed in the previous section, the sample matrix does not
have any requirement on the feature selection but there is a relationship between the
sparsity factor (s), the number of features (k), and the number of training samples (n).
As long as the sample matrix contains sucient (over-complete) samples, it will work
well.
To the best of our knowledge, Schaefer et al. [SNSP10] provide the only publicly
available aective videos data-set. Therefore, our testing database is composed of the
database provided by [SNSP10] and 7 neutral video clips of our own. A total of 73 video
clips are used in this work. [SNSP10] have provided a database of brief video clips
intended to elicit emotional states in experimental psychology experiments. In order
to generate this database, they invited fty lm experts to recall specic video scenes
that elicited fear, anger, sadness, disgust, amusement, tenderness, as well as emotionally
neutral scenes. For each emotion, the 10 most frequently mentioned scenes were selected
and cut into video clips. Therefore, these video clips can be used as a database for
our research. However, they do not provide neutral video clips. Although the neutral
clips are missing, Schaefer et al. provided the details of these neutral clips which are
validated by fty lm experts. Thus, we download the neutral clips from YouTube based
on these descriptions. Furthermore, we also invited ten people to rate them in order to
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ensure that these neutral clips are indeed reliable. The neutral clips are used in our
experiments when ten people all vote it with a \neutral" label. We take advantage of
the shot segmentation technique [CKP03] to segment each clip into several shots labeled
with the corresponding emotion. Besides, we also segment these video clips into scenes
using the method [ZMM95], and extract the visual-audio features for each scene based
on the shot level. Finally, a total of 1730 shots and 1214 scenes are obtained, and the
number of the shots for each emotion in our experiments is listed in Table 3.1. Here,
please note that the shots of length less than 1-second are discarded in our experiments
in order to ensure the reliability of the extracted features.
For our experiments, we extract the features from the visual component as well as the
audio component. Color is a very important cue of the emotional events [BTA90][Kan03]
in the visual component. To compute the color feature, each frame in the RGB color
space is transformed into the HSV color space, and then the pixel values are quantized
into 11 culture colors such as red, green, blue, yellow, brown, purple, orange, gray, pink,
black and white [Gol99]. For the key frame of each shot, we compute the histograms of
11 culture colors, as well as the mean and covariance of color histogram, saturation and
value separately. A total of 17 features are extracted and composed into a visual feature
vector for each key frame. Finally, we average the visual feature vectors of key frames
to get one nal visual feature vector denoted by  for each shot.
It is well known that the associated audio can contain signicant aective informa-
tion [XWH+12]. Therefore, the 19 audio features, such as pitch average, silence ratio,
short time energy, zero-crossing rate, brightness, rollo and 13 MFCCs, are computed
to construct the audio feature vector, which is denoted by . Therefore, two kinds of
feature vectors (visual feature vector:  2 <17 and audio feature vector:  2 <19 in
our experiments) are constructed and normalized for each shot. Here, we have to point
out that the features that we use are not arbitrary but they have been informed by past
research [BTA90][Kan03] and they all capture some psychophysiological aspects of af-
fect. And eectively the sparsity approach provides a principled approach to reduce the




HA AN SA FE DI NE TE
Audio
NN 0.14 0.2 0.17 0.25 0.19 0.06 0.22
SVM-SC 0.28 0.66 0.38 0.59 0.36 0.62 0.38
Our Method 0.27 0.43 0.78 0.38 0.54 0.58 0.51
Visual
NN 0.87 0.77 0.75 0.79 0.64 0.8 0.72
SVM-SC 0.91 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.81 0.98 0.84
HMMs [Kan03] 0.87 - 0.31 0.55 - - -
Our Method 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.93 0.77 0.95 0.91
Feature Fusion
NN 0.87 0.78 0.7 0.79 0.62 0.83 0.71
SVM-SC 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.95 0.79 0.95 0.84
Our Method 0.89 0.93 0.88 0.94 0.77 0.98 0.91
Dierent weight ratio for decision-level fusion using our method
w1=w2= 1/9 0.29 0.56 0.87 0.55 0.63 0.68 0.62
w1=w2= 2/8 0.33 0.70 0.92 0.74 0.66 0.77 0.77
w1=w2= 3/7 0.43 0.78 0.92 0.83 0.71 0.81 0.85
w1=w2= 4/6 0.60 0.82 0.94 0.87 0.74 0.84 0.87
w1=w2= 5/5 0.69 0.84 0.94 0.90 0.77 0.88 0.88
w1=w2= 6/4 0.81 0.85 0.94 0.94 0.80 0.88 0.90
w1=w2= 7/3 0.87 0.87 0.92 0.94 0.79 0.95 0.91
w1=w2= 8/2 0.88 0.88 0.92 0.95 0.79 0.95 0.91
w1=w2= 9/1 0.88 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.79 0.95 0.90
Table 3.2: Recognition Results based on dierent shot-level features and fusion level.
The bold decision-level ratio is the \optimal" ratio in our experiments.
3.4.1 Over-complete Database
We mentioned in previous section that the sample matrix A formed by all the training
samples of an over-complete database is the optimal sample matrix. Therefore, before
we demonstrate the sparse representation of aective video content, we should verify
whether the database we use in our experiments is over-complete or not since we want
to make use of the Method (1) to form the sample matrix A. We use a heuristic method
for this purpose. If the classication rate tends to be stable with the increase of training
samples, then we establish that this set of training samples is an over-complete data set.
We divide this database into two components: the test samples and the training
samples. Also, we use dierent ratios of these two components. The ratios (the number
of the test samples : the number of the training samples) that we test are 1:9, 2:8, 3:7,
4:6, 5:5, 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, and 9:1. This experiment is summarized in Algorithm 1. In this
experiment, the feature vector we use is the combination of visual and audio features:
[;]T . Finally, we show the results in Fig. [3.3- 3.11].
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Figure 3.3: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 10% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
Figure 3.4: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 20% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
From these gures, we can see that when the ratio is 9:1, the classication rate curves
for all of the emotions always keeps increasing. However, when the ratio is changed to
6:4, the curves tend to stabilize, which means the current set of training samples we use
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Figure 3.5: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 30% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
Figure 3.6: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 40% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
is an over-complete data set. When the ratio reaches to 2:8, the curves saturate at the
\index" value of 13 (the variable \Index" in Algorithm 1).
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Figure 3.7: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 50% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
Figure 3.8: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 60% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
3.4.2 Aective Classication Results
We use the same database for this experiment. The sample matrix constructed by
Method (1) is optimal since the database we use is over-complete when the proportion
of the test samples to the training samples is 6:4. Therefore, we randomly select forty
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Figure 3.9: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 70% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
Figure 3.10: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 80% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
percent of samples in the database to form the sample matrix A. We do the classication
not only based on visual and audio features respectively, but we also do it based on
dierent fusion levels: feature level fusion and decision level fusion, in order to test the
performance of fusing visual and audio components. In this experiment, two dierent
types of units of video - shot and scene - are considered as the classication units. In
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Figure 3.11: The classication rate curve of each emotion when increasing the training
samples up to 90% of database. Note: because the increasing parameter P we use for
dierent dividing ratios is the same, the \index"-axis in each graph is distinct.
parallel, we also implement the Nearest Neighbor (NN) method [CH67] and the Support
Vector Machine on sparse coding (SVM-SC) [YYGH09] method to compare with our
approach.
Let ' denote the residual vector corresponding to visual feature vector , and '
denote the residual vector corresponding to audio feature vector . Then, for feature
level fusion, the feature vector we use is [;]T . For decision level fusion, we compute
the residual using Eq.(3.15)
' = w1 ' + w2 ' (3.15)
We adjust the proportion of w1 to w2 to try to nd out the \optimal" ratio which gives
us the best classication rate. The test proportions of w1 to w2 are: 1/9, 2/8; 3/7;
4/6; 5/5; 6/4; 7/3; 8/2; 9/1. In addition, we know nothing about the sparsity factor s.
The emotional category is also unknown. As a result, we can further establish that s
satises inequality s  nq  minj nj as q 2 [1; : : : ;m], and we test the sparsity factor
s 2 [1; : : : ;minj nj ] for j 2 [1; : : : ;m] in this experiment.
Table 3.2 reveals that rst, the classication rate based on only audio features is
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relatively low, and is the lowest in all experiments, because when the shot is very short,
the features extracted from audio component are not very informative compared to
the visual features. Second, the performance based on visual features is much better
than that based on only audio features. Third, both the classication rates based on
the feature-level fusion and decision-level fusion are higher compared to those based
on visual or audio features only. It means the fusion of visual and audio components
can improve the performance. Also, as the w1=w2 ratio increases, the performance of
decision-level fusion improves until the ratio becomes 8/2. We nd that the relative
weights of visual to audio in the 8:2 proportion is \optimal" for decision-level fusion.
Fourth, in terms of the \optimal" ratio, the classication rates on \sadness", \fear" and
\disgust" of decision-level fusion are slightly higher than that of feature-level fusion.
Yet, the classication rates for \happy", \anger" and \neutral" are marginally smaller.
Finally, the classication rates of \disgust" obtained for all the feature combinations are
relatively low. This may be because this emotion requires a much more higher level of
semantics processing than the others. In addition, our method outperforms the Nearest
Neighbor (NN) method and Kang's approach [Kan03]. However, the classication results
of our method are better only on some emotions like \sadness" when compared to the
SVM-SC method. We chose Kang's work for comparison because it is the only other
existing work that uses the "categorical emotional state" model. The rest of the works
use the valence-arousal model. This helps in doing a direct comparison. Moreover, their




HA AN SA FE DI NE TE Avg.time(s)
NN
Audio 0.12 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.14 0.04 0.22
0.09Visual 0.88 0.81 0.78 0.73 0.67 0.73 0.71
Fusion 0.9 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.65 0.74 0.72
Our
Audio 0.24 0.30 0.64 0.29 0.30 0.47 0.54
0.25Visual 0.88 0.84 0.78 0.86 0.73 0.85 0.84
Method Fusion 0.89 0.88 0.78 0.87 0.74 0.84 0.83
Table 3.3: Classication results based on dierent scene-level features and fusion level.
Table 3.3 shows the comparison between the Nearest Neighbor (NN) method and our
approach based on the scene level. This table also shows the average computation time
of each algorithm. As we can see that the classication rates of our method are higher
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than those of the NN algorithm. In addition, the computation time of our method is
0:25s which means the speed of our method is reasonably fast (though NN is faster).
Furthermore, as we discussed in the previous section, the classication of aect within
video depends on the construction of sample matrix (A). Therefore, our obtained sample
matrix, which is composed of the 10 most frequently mentioned lm scenes would work
well on the video clips in which the content also is one of the 10 scenes.
3.4.3 Intensity Curve
This experiment aims to evaluate the intensity of emotions computed by our approach
using Eq.(3.10). Measuring emotional intensity is much harder than the recognition of
the emotion for the \categorical emotional states" psychological model. Since multiple
emotions co-exist simultaneously in videos, it is dicult to tease out each emotion's
intensity value. We assume that if the intensity curve of the main emotion within a
video can be computed accurately, then it should work for the other emotions as well.
Therefore, we focus on computing the intensity curve of the main emotion. We have
chosen test video clips such that their main emotions are very obvious and clear. In
addition, we would like the obtained intensity curves to be accurate. We make use of
the sample matrix comprising of all the training samples, so that the obtained intensity
curves are close to the ground truth. Each emotional category presents an example of
intensity time curve as shown in Fig.[3.12 - 3.18] when it is the main emotion. In order
to evaluate the correlation between the obtained intensity curve of the main emotion and
the actual content of video clip, each gure is divided into several segments corresponding
to the partitions of its video content which are outlined in Table 3.4.
Segment Content Description
Figure 3.12 - Excerpt (403500) from the movie \E.T."
1 Elliotts brother talks to a man with a white coat
2 Scientists operates the machines to do analysis, and shows results
3 A man with a white coat comes to join this lab
4 ET weakly lies, and going to die
5 The man talks to Elliott, and Elliott tells people ET needs go home
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Segment Content Description
6 Machine shows results of the heart rates of Elliott and ET
7 Elliott sings the song to E.T. because ET turns more and more weak
8 Scientists nd Elliott and ET are separated from the heart rate
9 Elliott holds out ETs hand, and ET dies
Figure 3.13 - Excerpt (202600) from the movie \There is Something about Mary (2)"
1 Ted makes sperm at the rest room, pressing background music and man's fast breath
2 After a short break, Ted looks for the sperm, quite quiet but several knocks on door
3 Ted goes to open the door for Mary
4 Ted and Mary are talking
5 Mary takes sperm from Ted's ear mistaking it for hair gel
6 Mary and Ted talk at the cash register. Mary has her hair shaped into a peak
Figure 3.14 - Excerpt (105500) from the movie \Schindlers list (2)"
1 A soldier picks the prisoners chosen to work in the factory
2 The commander stands on the balcony and leisurely looks at the square
3 Soldiers drive the prisoners to work
4 The commander picks rie up and look for the prisoners who don't work
5 The commander freely shoots two prisoners one after another
6 The commander stops shooting and uses his rie to stretch his arms behind him
Figure 3.15 - Excerpt (102000) from a news \Weather Forecast"
1 Compere starts to forecast the weather, the map of earth turns up. Audio is the
stable voice of compere
2 Cities' name is shown on the map. Compere focuses on those city. Audio is the stable
voice of compere
3 The whole scene turns from bright to shadow, and then recover back. Audio is the
stable voice
4 Compere continually focuses on those city. Audio is the stable voice
5 Compere starts to focus on the specic city. Audio is the stable voice
Figure 3.16 - Excerpt (104500) from the movie \Life is beautiful (La vita bella) (2)"
1 The father, surrounded by other prisoners, brings his son hidden in a wheelbarrow.
Audio is soft music
2 The father and the son nd the broadcast studio, and try to talk to the mother using
the louder speaker
3 The mother interrupts her work, stands up and smiles to listen to her husband and
son
continued on next page
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Segment Content Description
Figure 3.17 - Excerpt (104300) from the movie \Seven (2)"
1 Several soldiers come into a dilapidated house and nd something lying on the bed
covered by the quilt
2 One soldier opens the quilt, and nd a extremely skinny man having been savagely
tortured
3 Soldiers can not bear this scene and the smell, and tight background music arise
4 The boss also come into this house, music is o
5 A\SLOTH" is found on the wall, and tight background music arise again
6 The boss nds some picture in a box besides the body, and audio is tight music
7 Unexpectedly, the dead man wakes up
Figure 3.18 - Excerpt (103700) from the movie \Trainspotting (1)"
1 A women screams at night, along with the actor's soliloquies
2 \Sick Boy" tries to calm her down, in the meantime, the others wake up
3 They eventually nd out that the womans newborn baby is dead, audio is women's
scream
4 Peoples keep silent, audio are women's scream and actor's soliloquies
5 Sick boy asks Mark to say something, Mark then loudly says he will make a \x",
audio is women's scream
Table 3.4: Labels describing the content of the test video clips.
Fig. 3.12 presents the obtained intensity curve of one \sad" video clip from the movie
\E.T.". It is divided into a total of nine segments corresponding to the video content
detailed in Table 3.4. The values at the beginning of the \sadness" intensity curve in
Fig. 3.12 are lower than that of some other emotions. It is inevitable that not all the
values of intensity curve representing the main emotions are the largest because the best
classication rate of \sad" emotion is not quite 1. Since these curves of the second and
third segments in this gure are not that accurate, we start from the fourth segment to
analyze the correlation between the curve and the video content. The intensity values
of the fourth, fth and seventh segment are relatively higher in the entire curve. This
reveals that relatively stronger sad scenes occur during these intervals, which are as
expected and in line with the video content. There is a slight fall followed by slow rise
around the 3500th frame in the middle of the fth part. This is because of the change of
shot. The obvious drop of the intensity in the sixth and eighth segment is also expected
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Figure 3.12: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from the lm \E.T.". This
video clip is divided into 9 parts based on their content as the broken lines show. The
main emotion contained in this excerpt is sadness, so the intensity of \sadness" emotion
is almost higher than intensities of all the other emotions, and in line with the video
content briey described in Table 3.4.
as the corresponding video content is rather uninteresting. At the tail of this curve, i.e.
the ninth segment, the intensity value gradually increases, which means the atmosphere
of sadness is coming back and is gradually enhanced in the video clip. Thus the obtained
intensity curve tallies with the expectation based on viewing the content.
Fig. 3.13 shows the intensity time curve obtained for the selected test video clip
from the movie \There is Something about Mary (2)" whose main emotion is \happy".
Overall, the intensity values of \happy" emotion are almost always higher than that of
other emotions except the intensity values at around 1000th frame to 1250th, 2250  
2400th and after 3200th which are lower than \sadness". Besides, this test video clip is
divided into six segments based on scene descriptions as shown in Table 3.4. The most
interesting and funny scene of this video clip is at the fth segment. Correspondingly,
Fig. 3.13 shows that the intensity curve of \happy" emotion for the fth segment is
not only larger than that of other emotions, but also has the highest sharp peak which
exactly corresponds to the most funny part within the video content.
An example for the \anger" emotion is presented in Fig. 3.14. This test video clip is
an excerpt from the movie \Schindler's list". It is found that the main emotion of this
\anger" clip can be properly recognized by our method as its intensity curve is above all
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Figure 3.13: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from the lm \There is Some-
thing about Mary (2)". This video clip is divided into 6 parts based on their content
as the broken lines show. The main emotion contained in this excerpt is happy, so the
intensity of \happy" emotion is almost higher than intensities of all the other emotions,
and largely consistent with the video content briey described in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.14: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from the lm \Schindlers
list (2)". This video clip is divided into 6 parts based on their content as the broken
lines show. The main emotion contained in this excerpt is anger, so the intensity curve
of \anger" emotion is completely separated from the intensity curves of all the other
emotions, and in line with the video content briey described in Table 3.4.
the other emotions'. Based on the scene segments and descriptions shown in Table 3.4,
the segment of the strongest \anger" emotion is the fth one. Correspondingly, the fth
segment of Fig. 3.14 displays two large peaks which separately indicate the action of
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shooting from the commander, which dovetails with the scene description.
Figure 3.15: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from a news \Weather Fore-
cast". This video clip is divided into 5 parts based on their content as the broken lines
show. The main emotion of this video clip is neutral whose intensity values are much
higher than all the other emotions', and keep up with the changes of video content.
Fig. 3.15 exhibits a relatively stable curve without strong changes except at the
boundary of each segment. This is expected as this neutral video clip is rather stationary
and only contains one speech without too many changes. As for the drastic changes on
the boundary of each segment, this can be because of the switch of shots using some shot
editing technique. The other gures also mostly correspond to the expectation based on
the video content description. Therefore, we managed to obtain intensity time curves
which prove to be largely in line with what is expected. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the rst work to evaluate the intensities of 7 discrete emotions. Almost all the
existing aective curves are based on the \dimensional emotional space" psychological
model, that is, the arousal curve and valence curves. They are completely dierent and
they are not comparable.
Most people are used to express their emotional states with words (happy, sad,
angry), and describe the degree of their emotion using the sentences like "Oh, I am so
happy today!" or "I am very angry now!" Therefore, compared to the valence arousal
curves, our intensity curves are easier to relate to and therefore can be more easily used
in applications.
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Figure 3.16: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from the lm \Life is beautiful
(La vita bella)(2)". This video clip is divided into 3 parts based on their content as the
broken lines show. The main emotion of this video clip is tenderness.
Figure 3.17: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from the lm \Seven (2)".
This video clip is divided into 7 parts based on their content as the broken lines show.
The main emotion of this video clip is fear.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we rst present a brief overview of aect or emotion in the \aective
computing" area, and outlined two important psychological models representing the af-
fect. Then, dening the links between the \categorical emotional states" and low-level
features, we elaborated the proposed computational framework with sparse representa-
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Figure 3.18: Intensity time curve obtained for an excerpt from the lm \Trainspotting
(1)". This video clip is divided into 5 parts based on their content as the broken lines
show. The main emotion of this video clip is disgust.
tion to represent and model the aective video content in Section 3.3, as well as the
computation of intensities of discrete emotions. Subsequently, we discussed the condi-
tions the \optimal" sample matrix should satisfy leading to the best classication result,
while proposing two methods to construct the \optimal" sample matrix to gain the best
classication rate. We tested our model on a number of video shots. The results demon-
strated that our approach can well represent and model the aective video content based
on the \categorical emotional states" model and the methods to construct the sample
matrix performed eciently. Also, we managed to obtain intensity time curves that
represent the degree of contributing to the overall aect within a video for each emotion
along the video. The chief curves were largely in line with the video content. Therefore,
the proposed model does not only perform the classication of aective video content,
but also provides a reliable approach for obtaining the intensity of discrete emotion. We
can claim that the proposed approach is more in line with the way that people articulate
their emotion experience. In the next chapter, we will present an application which




All the samples (feature vectors) in database: D;
The increasing parameter: P ;
The number of emotional categories: m;
Ensure:
True/False
1: Extract the features from D, and normalized;
2: for 8i; i 2 [1; : : : ;m] do
3: Di = fdjd 2 D and d 2 ith emotional categoriesg;
4: Randomly construct test sample set Si such that Si = fsjs 2 Dig and
jSij = R  jDij;
5: end for
6: The set of test samples: S = S1 [ : : : [ Sm;
7: The set of training samples: T = ftjt 2 (Di   S)g;
8: A = ?;
9: Index = 1;
10: while T 6= ? do
11: Tsub = ftjt 2 Tg and jTsubj = P ;
12: T = T   Tsub;
13: A = A [ Tsub;
14: M(Index; :) = the classication rates of emotions: Classify S based on A
15: Index = Index+ 1;
16: end while





Algorithm 1: The algorithm for verifying if the database is over-complete. Re-
turned \True" means the database is over-complete, and the input dividing ratio




Presentation of Home videos
In the previous chapter, we proposed a computational framework to bridge the rep-
resentation and modeling from the aective video content to the categorical emotional
states psychological model. We also developed a computational measure for the inten-
sity of categorical emotional state. Specically, a sparse vector representation x was
obtained in this computational framework composed of a linear equation y = Ax. (y:
feature vector extracted from the video; A: sample matrix consisting of the represen-
tative feature vectors of each emotional class.) This sparse vector x can be used to
decide the emotional state of video clip by Eq.(3.9), as well as the intensity of emotion
by Eq.(3.10). Since we can recognize the aect within videos with the sparse represen-
tation, the video can be assigned a label representing the emotion. We therefore can
take advantage of these aective labels to adaptively create distinct representations of
home-video for dierent people classes. In this chapter, utilizing aective labels, we also
consider the face labels which are categorized into two classes. Consequently, based on




The advancement of technology has brought forth into daily life, a plethora of con-
sumer electronic devices such as digital cameras, digital video recorders and computers.
Holidays, weddings, children's birthdays - those moments in life that we would like to
hold on forever can now be preserved in the form of videos and images with the aid
of such devices. Sharing these rich media with family, friends and even outsiders via
Internet has become a signicant means of communication between people [Bab07] due
to the popularity of social community websites like Facebook and YouTube.
However, several issues are encountered when people want to share their home videos.
First, signicant redundancy within these video and image collections makes it boring
and time-consuming to browse through. Second, we observe distinct individual prefer-
ences for such video and image content. This in turn makes it necessary to select and
display dierent content to suit the diversity of preferences. Taking a birthday party
video as an example, family members would probably be interested in media containing
the host, rather than other unfamiliar guests. However, outsiders perhaps only care
whether this media clip can interest them or not, if it is shared via Internet. Further-
more, it is impossible to keep all the media in online albums because of the restrictions
on upload size and the limited capacity. As a result, it is probably a tedious job to
choose and keep the desired videos or images. In the light of such prevailing problems,
there is an urgent need for eective media synthesis method for creation of videos and
images that are brief, rich and appropriate for individual preferences.
YouTube is one of the most well-known participatory platform providing a new gen-
eration of video sharing service in the contemporary online environment. Videos shared
on it usually are relatively short [BG09], which means short video clips are generally
more popular than longer videos. Therefore, people might need to cut long videos into
shorter and easily digestible versions. Nowadays, there have been a variety of video
editing software available, like Boilsoft video cutter and VisiCrop. However, as far as
we know, all of them require the user to manually choose the needed part by providing
beginning and ending times for video segments. This can be tedious and very time-
consuming. Therefore, automatically analyzing the video and selecting the part needed
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for the user is preferred. We nd that the automatic selection of desired segments of the
videos is a preferable strategy.
Among the various multimedia analysis techniques, visual attention analysis [Bun90]
and semantic video analysis [RHC99] are two well-known approaches. \Everyone knows
what attention is. It is the taking possession of the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one
out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focaliza-
tion, concentration of consciousness are of its essence. ........." [Jam90]. Visual attention
analysis is a multidisciplinary endeavor involving multiple elds such as cognitive psy-
chology, computer vision and multimedia, etc. Semantic video analysis is to provide the
semantic abstraction built on the original video data that is closer to and attempts to
reach to the high-level understanding of human perceptual system. Both approaches aim
to help understand the video content better. A relatively new and important multime-
dia analysis technique, termed as aective video analysis [HX05], has been introduced
to improve the understanding between media and human beings' feeling. Diering from
the traditional techniques, aective video content analysis takes advantage of both psy-
chological knowledge and computational methods to enable computers to recognize the
emotions and aective states present in the video. Consequently, applications based on
this method are more consistent with human abstract thinking and cognitive processes,
which results in being more friendly, usable and natural. Combination of the aective
video analysis and media synthesis not only helps towards the automatic aect-based
video analysis, classication and labeling, but can also help identify all the attractive,
strong-emotional and interesting moments. Aective video analysis has signicant po-
tential in choosing and generating satisfactory, interesting and natural media segments.
Exploiting the aective cues contained in home videos and presenting them adaptively
are the distinguishing features of this research.
In this chapter, we propose a method to adaptively present home videos using af-
fective video analysis. We achieve this with the following steps: First, we extract the
aective states within home video content by aective video analysis. In order to get
the corresponding aective label for each video clip, the shot-based audio and visual
features are extracted separately, and input to the aective analysis model. Thereafter,
the aective analysis model generates a corresponding aective label for the analyzed
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video shot. Simultaneously, the face recognition model also identies the persons con-
tained in each shot according to the face database provided in advance, and labels the
video as well. Consequently, two kinds of labels (aective label and face label) are pre-
sented along with each video for the post processing. Second, three properties of video:
emotional tone, local main character and global main character are found in each video
and collection of videos by means of a modied tf.idf weight. Moreover, we assign a
\diversity" value for each pair of shots. Finally, considering the diversity factor, we use
these properties to connect dierent video clips and create presentations. Three example
categories adopted from social groups identied in the Social Sciences considered in this
chapter are: family, acquaintance and outsider respectively. Based on the experimental
results, we show that our method can generate good presentations for each category. In
this chapter, our main contribution is:
 Three concepts: emotional tone, local main character and global main character are
proposed for video presentation. We demonstrate these to be important reference
factors in generating adaptive presentations.
A preliminary version of this work was reported earlier [XK11]. Compared to that
work, there are several improvements presented here. First, we use more audio features
such as MFCCs in aective labeling. This improves the quality of labeling. Second, we
compare the classication results of two fusion levels: feature-level and decision-level.
This facilitates looking for a better way of fusion of low-level features to emotions. Third,
we classify more emotions in our experiments. A ner granularity of emotions thus helps
in better choice of segments. Fourth, we introduce a new factor - \diversity" to improve
our algorithms for generating family and acquaintance presentation. Fifth, the types of
home videos in our experiments have slight changes. We use a new test video which is
a raw video that has not been edited.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the related work to serve as
a preamble, and Section 4.3 describe the proposed methodology. Section 4.4 presents the




Within this section, we will review and discuss the related work on the adaptive
presentation of home videos and video content aective analysis.
4.2.1 Adaptive Presentation
CeWe Color [Col07] has provided CeWe Photobook software program to manually
create photobooks as customer wishes with a variety of templates of backgrounds, layouts
and designs. The concept of adaptive presentation has been innovatively exploited.
Based on dierent objective, individual characteristics, and proles, the presentation
can be created adaptively to satisfy dierent demands. Since CeWe Photobook has got
the support of the majority of customers and has become a popular gift among family
and friends, we have reasons to believe that creating elegant, attractive and adaptive
media presentations is promising.
Demerdash et al. [DBKL05] have proposed a framework for generating adaptive
multimedia presentations by dynamic selection of les from a large data repository. They
have made use of concepts from the elds of discourse analysis and rhetorical structure.
They also exploited the technical(syntactic), semantic and relational textual annotation
as well as context-sensitive rules and patterns of selection to create the presentation.
Rabbath [RSB10] et al. have established that the representation of photos in appealing
physical photo books has been highly appreciated by many people, and sharing the
photos via social networking sites is becoming a popular communication means in the
world . Accordingly, it is reasonable to develop an approach to collect and bundle
photos from the same events but uploaded by dierent persons into one story. They
have taken advantage of content analysis of text and images to automatically and semi-
automatically detect media elements and select photos of a specic story. Our method
is the generalization of the Rabbath's work, using videos instead of photos.
Adaptive media presentation is relatively new, thus, as far as we know not much
literature is available in this eld.
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4.2.2 The Emotion Model
As discussed in subsection 2.1, there are two most important psychological models of
emotion: a) continuous emotion space [Rus80, Bra94] in which the emotion is represented
by a set of point; b) discrete emotion states [Ekm92, Hev36] which uses the discrete word
to describe the emotional states.
In this chapter, we choose the second emotion model to represent the aect within
videos for the following consideration: rst, because we collect aective ground truth
from user study, a discrete emotion model can enable participants to express their emo-
tional experience better. Second, it is easier to label video shots with a single emotion
compared to continuous dimensional emotion model. We identify the aect of each shot
of video, and label them with happy, sad, fear, angry or neutral tags. If several adjacent
shots are identied to have the same aect, then, we label them all with a single aective
tag.
4.2.3 Aective Video Analysis
As discussed in subsection 2.4, [Kan03, HX05, SYHH09] have put eorts to under-
stand the relationship between the low level features and aective events. Additionally,
most studies have focused on the classication of aective events within videos/images.
Currently, all the proposed approaches can be summarized into four categories: Gaus-
sian Mixture Model [SYHH09], Hidden Markov Models [Kan03, SY07, TYA11], Bayesian
Model [SKCP09] and Support Vector Regression Model (SVR) [ZTH+10, CLT+13,
AHA14]. They all totally dier from our proposed approach: sparsity-based aective
analysis, which is one of our main contributions.
4.3 Methodology
In this section, we will discuss the details of the proposed method. Fig. 4.1 shows
the overall framework of our method. Shot is the basic unit of aective analysis and face
recognition. So, a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based approach [CKP03] is
rst implemented to segment the video. After that, shot-based audio and visual feature
vectors are extracted respectively as input to the aective analysis model. Simultaneous-
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Figure 4.1: The overall framework of our proposed method
ly, faces are also detected as input to the face recognition model [TP91]. Then, aective
and face labels are assigned to each shot, and treated as the terms in \document": shot
and video. A modied tf.idf weighed scheme is used to nd the three properties of video:
emotional tone, local main characters and global main characters. Based on them, adap-
tive presentations can be created for dierent target viewers. As our main contributions,
the technique of aective analysis has been elaborated in Chapter 3, and the algorithms
for the construction of presentation will be detailed in the following.
4.3.1 Aective Features Extraction
The relationship between emotional events and low level features has been studied
by many researchers [BTA90, Kan03]. For example, in the \sad" event, the colors are
usually \dark", and \low saturated", but \happy" event is along with \bright" colors
in general. So the color cue is taken into account to represent the emotional events.
To compute the color feature, each frame of RGB color space is transformed into HSV
color space, and then the pixel values are quantized into 11 culture colors [Gol99]. For
key frames of each shot, we computed the histograms of 11 culture colors, as well as the
mean and covariance of color histogram, saturation and value separately. A total of 17
features are extracted for each key frame, and composed into a visual feature vector.
Totally, p number of visual feature vectors are extracted for shot with p key frames.
As we know, movies can express rich and strong emotions because of the meticulous
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editing of lm editors. In contrast, usual home videos without any editing not only
has no strong emotions, but it also has much noise. However, the associated audio
can contain signicant aective information. Thus, the 19 audio features, such as pitch
average, silence ratio, short time energy, zero-crossing rate, brightness, rollo and 13
MFCCs, were computed to construct the audio feature vector. So far, two kinds of
feature vectors (p visual feature vectors and 1 audio feature vector) were constructed
and normalized.
4.3.2 Aective Labeling
The approaches reported in the past papers can be classied into several categories:
Gaussian Mixture Model, Hidden Markov Models, Bayesian Model and Support Vector
Regression Model. Here, a totally dierent model called sparse representation of aect
which has been detailed in Chapter 3 to do the classication and labeling of aective
video. Therefore, we briey review this approach in this section.
Since we do not well understand that how does the combination of low-level features
contribute to aect, we extract the right sparse representation from a high-dimensional
feature space. Sparse representation essentially involves solving of a linear system of
equations. Considering a linear equation y = Ax, where A is a real k by n matrix and
k < n, the solution x is innite. Sparse representation aims to solve it by choosing
the optimization problem `0-norm solution, or `1-norm solution, or `2-norm solution as
Eq.(3.3) and Eq.(3.7) point out.
4.3.2.1 Sparse Representation
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the feature vectors extracted from videos with dierent
aect are distinctive. Given two video clips with same aective state, the extracted
feature vectors should be very similar. A set of representative feature vectors for each
aective event can be found as the basic feature vectors of that aective event subspace,
and then each feature vector coming from that aective event can be represented as
a linear combination of the corresponding basic feature vectors. Therefore, we take
advantage of Eq.(3.4) to represent the test feature vector y.
Unfortunately, it is dicult to learn if those feature vectors can represent that e-
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motional subspace. However, we already provided two method to construct the reliable
sample matrix A in Section 3.3.3.2. Given feature vector y extracted from the video
with q-th emotion can only be represented by those basic vectors from the same aect,
as Eq.(3.6) shows in Section 3.3.2. Then, sparse representation vector x can be obtained
by solving the linear equation y = Ax.
4.3.2.2 Sparse Solution
In this chapter, we exploit the discriminative nature of sparse representation to
perform classication of aect content with-in videos. In sparse representation area,
the basic idea of compressive sampling is: for certain types of signals, just a small
number of nonadaptive samples carries sucient information to approximate the signal
well [Can06], which is discussed in Section 3.3.1. We have a complete discussion and
algorithm about converting the aective analysis problem into the reconstruction of a
sparse signal in Section 3.3.2. The solution ~x therefore can be obtained by solving
`1-minimization problem as shown in Section 3.3.2.
4.3.2.3 Fusion Of Two Components
Once we obtain the solution ~x, we test how well or how close the coecients within ~x
is associated with each emotion. The function denoted by j(x) is introduced to compute
a 'j for jth emotional class (j = 1; : : : ;m) as Eq.(3.8) states. Then the emotion of y
can be found by q = argminj 'j .
Given a new test shot of home video, p visual feature vectors y^i for i = 1; : : : ; p
are extracted from p key frames, and one audio feature vector ya is extracted from the
shot. Av and Aa respectively denote the sample matrix of visual component and audio
component. Since we do not precisely know how to fuse visual and audio components to
obtain better classication results, two kinds of fusion levels: feature-level and decision-
level have been used to do a comparison. For feature-level fusion of visual and audio
components, we combine the visual feature vectors y^i for i = 1; : : : ; p with the audio
feature vectors ya to get the overall feature vector y using the following equation. Then
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Besides, we also consider the decision-level fusion of visual and audio components. In
this case, a sparse solution x^i will be obtained for y^i for i = 1; : : : ; p based on the visual
sample matrix Av, and x^a is computed for ya based on Aa. Consequently, '^i would
also be computed corresponding to x^i for i = 1; : : : ; p, and '^a would also be computed
corresponding to x^a. Finally, an overall residual vector '^ is computed by fusing these
residual vectors '^i for i = 1; : : : ; p and '^a. The nal classication decision is made
based on '^ according to Eq.(3.8) and Eq.(3.9).






Before we create presentations of a collection of videos, we also have to recognize the
faces in the videos to create the person labels of shot. In order to create the basic face
database, the users in advance need to upload as many photos as possible, of individ-
uals who they usually care, to train our face recognition model. Though it is tedious,
fortunately, users just need to do it once. Once the basic face database is established,
the PCA-based approach [TP91] can be applied to identify the human faces within shot
and label each shot with the recognized face.
Through the aective model and face recognition model of our method, each shot
has been assigned with several person labels and one emotional label. In order to obtain
satisfying home video presentations by exploiting the labels of aect state and person,
various rules need to be developed on the basis of the human perception of dierent
purposes respectively. Next, we will introduce three signicant concepts for constructing
our presentation. These three proposed concepts are one of our contributions in this
work.
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4.3.3.1 Properties Of Videos
It is quite frequently possible that the original video is noisy, of low quality or has
long boring segments. However we nd some \inherent" properties contained in it. We
list them as follows:
 Emotional Tone
 Global Main Character
 Local Main Character
Specically, in this chapter, the main feeling of audience is considered as the emotional
tone of that video, when he/she watches the video. The main characters of a single
video are referred to as local main characters, to whom the story is closely related. Main
characters found in the entire collection of videos of the same theme are referred to as
global. Later, we will explain why the three properties are chosen, describe how to dene
these three concepts in videos, and how to utilize them to select shots and construct the
nal presentation.
According to Murch [OM02], emotion is the most important factor when it comes
to lm editing: whether the cut reects what the editor believes the audience should be
feeling at that moment or not [BTA90]. Therefore, emotional continuity is proposed as
the most important goal of scene editing in lm editing area to maintain the emotional
ow of a movie or show. It is better to keep the overall tone continuity of the lm,
because that is what the audiences mostly experience. On the other hand, the audi-
ence attention span for our own home videos is often quite short, and the shots with
strong emotion catch audience's attention mostly, since the interesting parts of a home
video are intermixed with longer, less interesting regions. What's more, such video is
often of poor quality resulting from abrupt camera movement or too short or too long
views, making it uninteresting to watch while waiting for the next interesting segmen-
t [GBC+00]. Therefore, the nal presentation must preserve the emotion of videos as
much as possible and greatly attract audience's attention and interest.
People overwhelmingly attend to humans in images and videos with the faces domi-
nating visual attention [CXF+03]. In other words, the faces within images/frames catch
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most attention of audiences. Based on this fact, the person labeling can be taken into
account as an important cue for the construction of presentation. On the other hand,
since we have made an assumption that the collection of videos is related to the same
theme, the main people in these videos are relatively constant. Thus, the idea of local
main character and global main character make sense for videos.
The term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf.idf) weight [SM83] is a statistical
measure used to evaluate how important a term is to a document in a collection or corpus.




 log jDcjjd : tj 2 dj (4.3)
where ni;j is the number of occurrences of the considered term tj in document di, jDcj is
the total number of documents in the corpus, and jd : tj 2 dj is the number of documents
where the terms tj appears.
It is a popular method often used in text mining and information retrieval. Accord-
ing to the denition of tf.idf, the importance of a term increases proportional to the
number of times the term appears in that document but decreases with an increase in
the frequency of the word in the collection. However, it conicts with our denitions
of emotional tone, and main characters. The emotion mostly felt by audience in video
is the emotional tone of that video, which means that corresponding emotion term will
appear with high frequency in all shots of that video. In this case, shot is regarded as
\document", one video is treated as the \corpus". Similarly, local main characters refer
to the persons who appear with relatively high frequency in video, and global main char-
acters are the set of person labels which are assigned in whole collection of videos more
often. Therefore, the tf.idf weight of emotion term and person label can not really reect
the importance of the term, because it violates the intuition that the nal weight should
increase proportionally to the frequency of the label in the corresponding \corpus". So,
a new tf.idf formulation which can really reect the relationship between importance of




 (log jDcj   log jDcjjd : tj 2 dj) (4.4)
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An emotional term like \happy" or \neutral" has been assigned to each shot. In this
case, we treat the shots as the documents, and video as corpus in modied tf.idf scheme,
that is, jDcj is the total number of shots of video vi, and jd : tj 2 dj is the number
of shots labeled with tj (refers to jth emotional class) in video vi. According to the
formulation (4.4), each emotional term in video has a tf.idf weight. We treat emotional
term with highest weight as the emotional tone of this video. We denote the tf.idf weight
of emotion label tj by w
e




Here, we point out that the emotional tone can tolerate or hide certain errors of aective
labeling. Even if there are few errors in aective labeling, as long as the rate of errors is
less than a threshold, the found emotional tone is also consistent with that of the video.
We make use of the weights and emotional tone to select appropriate shots from each
video for the construction of presentation.
Similar to the weight of emotional term, a weight wli;j called local character weight
is computed for each person label in video vi. Diering from local character weight
computation, global character weight wgj is based on the whole collection of videos.
Specically, jDcj is sum of shots of whole collection of videos, and jd : tj 2 dj is sum of
shots labeled with person label tj in all videos.
In order to nd local and global main characters of videos, we introduce two adaptive
thresholds "l and "g as the judgement of local and global main characters respective-
ly. When the local weight is larger than "l, the corresponding person label is one of
main characters of that video. Similarly, comparing global character weight with global
thresholds "g, the global main characters can be found. The formulations to nd local
main character and global main character are:
LMCi = fjjwli;j > "lg (4.6)
GMC = fjjwgi > "gg (4.7)
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where LMCi is the set of local main characters of video vi, and GMC represents the
set of global main character of collection of videos. The thresholds can vary for dierent
videos, which is more reasonable. In our implementation, we choose the threshold as the
half of maximum:
"li = 0:5 max
i
(wli;j) (4.8)
"g = 0:5 max
i;j
(wgi;j) (4.9)
Here, "li is the threshold of vi.
4.3.3.2 Diversity Factor
Besides the above three concepts, we introduce another factor named diversity. The
algorithms proposed in our previous work have one problem: all the shots could be
selected from the same video in some cases, and the information of other videos is lost.
Therefore, to avoid the occurrence of this situation and to consider as much information
as possible, we assign a \diversity" value denoted by Dij for each pair of shots si and
sj . According to the fact the content of one shot might be similar to the adjacent shots
within the same video, and dissimilar to the far shots, diversity is inversely proportional




0 8i; j : si; sj 2 vp
1 8i; j : si 2 vp; sj 2 vq; and vp 6= vq
(4.10)
Specically, the diversity between two shots from the same video is 0; otherwise, it is
1. Finally, we can establish a diversity matrix D whose elements are 1 or 0 and i and
j in (4.10) represent the row and columns respectively. We always try to construct a
presentation which has larger diversity based on the above three properties.
4.3.3.3 Algorithms For Presentation
We now have already found the emotional tone, and local and global main characters
of total collection of videos. Each shot has three kinds of weight: emotional tone weight
wei , local main character weight w
l
j and global main character weight w
g
j . Eq.(4.11) is
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used to compute three fusion weights for each shot with dierent parameters w1, w2 and
w3.
wT = w1  wej + w2 
X
wlj + w3  wgj (4.11)
For dierent purposes of presentation, we focus on dierent weights to construct our
characteristic presentations. Final presentation must satisfy that the order of the selected
shots should be consistent with the original videos, and any other styles of lm are not
taken into account.
In the social sciences perspective [KK85], a society can be viewed as a large group
consisting of many smaller social groups. The members of a true social group should
share some characteristics which is called social interaction in social sciences, such as
representations, interests, values, ethnic or social background, and even kinship ties.
There are two main types of social groups classied [KK85]. One is primary groups
which are small groups with intimate, kinship-based relationships. The other one is
secondary groups which are large groups including formal and institutional relationships.
In contrast to the primary groups, they may last for years. Besides, the individuals which
do not belong to the previous mentioned groups can be treated as the third group. In
terms of this knowledge and social interaction, we identify family as primary group,
since it is more global and has a condent and rm tie, which make this group stable
in any case. Acquaintance is considered secondary group in humans' communication
network, as it can change with events, environments, social identity, and even social
status of individual. However, from the view of humans' communication network, it is
relatively stable in one particular case. In addition, the individuals outside the previous
two groups can be classied into one group named outsider in this case. Therefore, we
derive the three types of social groups for our presentation purposes.
In addition, we have conducted a survey to learn the relative importance of three
properties for the dierent groups. A total of 12 people (6 females and 6 males) were
invited to participate this survey. These subjects were asked ten questions, such as
"Would you denitely show the videos containing you with your family?", "Would you
denitely share the videos containing only your friends with your family?", and \Would
you like to share the videos containing only your family with your friends?".
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Require:
A set of video's shots: Vs;
The fusion weight: wT ;
Diversity matrix: D;
The required upper bound of length of presentation: Lu;
The required lower bound of length of presentation: LL;
Ensure:
The set of shots selected for the construction of presentation: S;
1: Sort wT , consequently, shots in set Vs come into being a set V^s keeping the same
order of sorted weights;
2: while TRUE do
3: for 8i; si 2 V^s do
4: S^ = fsi j D(S [ si) is largest and si " Sg;
5: end for
6: i = argmaxwT (S [ si), such that, si 2 S^;
7: S = S [ si;




Algorithm 2: The algorithm of constructing presentation videos for family and
acquaintance.
The results of this survey indicate that the subjects pay more attention to the global
main characters than local main characters when they share the video with their family.
Yet, when sharing with friends, they would like to share the video containing the friends,
which implies that the local main characters are more important. On the other hand,
they indicate that as long as the video does not have any privacy issue, they would like
to share it on the internet. Therefore, the presentations for dierent groups will focus
on dierent aspects of the video.
 Presentation for family
We focus on the global main characters (GMC) and emotional tone (ET ) to gen-
erate a particular presentation for family members. Generally speaking, the main
persons appearing in the videos relevant to the same theme are relatively con-
stant, and the role of these videos relatively appears at most times. The persons
who go through the whole videos perhaps are the main character of these videos,
in other words, the main character of this theme perhaps is the owner of these
videos. As the family members of the owner, they care more about the activities
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of their families rather than the others. According to the denition of global main
character, global main characters play the lead in this video collection, that is,
GMC represents the role of this theme. Therefore, the presentation focusing on
the GMC is meaningful, on the other hand, we should keep the emotional tone
of this collection in the terms of emotional continuity. The emotional tone is the
primary emotion of that video the viewer should feel. Thus, the nal presentation
should preserve this property at least. As a result, the fusion weight is computed
for each shot with w2 = 0 and w1; w3 6= 0.
 Presentation for acquaintance
We focus on the local main characters (LMC) and emotional tone (ET) to generate
a presentation specially for acquaintance. Compared to the global main character,
the local main characters only stand for a short focus or interest, that is, LMC
represents the role of that specic video, which perhaps is just a scene in this
theme. Relatively speaking, local main characters could be those persons who
are related to the role of theme. In other words, in the home videos, the local
main characters perhaps are the friends or acquaintance of owner based on the
fact that the local main characters are recognized depending on the user's basic
face database. Therefore, compared to the family members, acquaintances concern
with the local main characters who perhaps are themselves more than global main
characters. Meanwhile, the nal presentation also should preserve the emotional
tone as well because the emotional tone is the primary emotion of that video. As
a result, the fusion weight is computed for each shot with w3 = 0 and w1; w2 6= 0.
 Presentation for outsider
Compared to family members and acquaintance, outsiders probably don't care
what is the content of presentation but care more whether this presentation can
interest them. As we know, faces and emotions within video both are the important
aspects which can help video attract the viewers' attention. In our work, emotion
of each shot has already been found by the aective labeling. Also, the face cue can
be represented by the local and global main characters. A weighted scheme is used
to combine the main character information and emotion information. Then the
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importance of shot increases proportionally to the value of weight wT . Selecting
shots with high weight wt can not only preserve the emotional tone, but also keep
the main characters of videos. As a result, w1, w2 and w3, all 6= 0.
Specically, given the collection of videos Vs, based on dierent fusion weight, we use
the algorithm 2 to select the shots for family and acquaintance presentation respectively.
For outsider presentation, we select the shots with higher fusion weight wT to construct
the needed presentation. The presentation for outsiders is created by algorithm 3.
Require:
A set of video's shots Vs;
The fusion weight: wT ;
The required upper bound of length of presentation: Lu;
The required lower bound of length of presentation: LL;
Ensure:
The set of shots selected for the construction of presentation: S;
1: Sort wT , consequently, shots in set Vs come into being a set V^s keeping the same
order of sorted weights;
2: for i = 1 : kV^sk do
3: S = S [ si such that si is the i-th shot in V^s;




Algorithm 3: The algorithm for construction of presentation for outsider
4.4 Experimental Results
4.4.1 Aective Classication Results
We collect aective ground truth from user study. Six people (3 males and 3 females)
are invited to accomplish this task. They are required to describe their aective states
with discrete words: \happy", \neutral", \angry", \fear", \surprise", \disgust" and
\sad" labels. A video of about one hour is provided to those participants. To the best
of our knowledge, we just nd one public video database established by Schaefer at
el. [SNSP10] in which videos are labeled with discrete emotional words such as \happy"
and \sad". However, this database of lms is not appropriate in our experiments since
we focus on home videos. Therefore, the experimental videos are downloaded from
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YouTube and Tudou. We assign an emotional label to each shot, only if six participants
all choose that label. Because the selection of sample matrix is still a challenging problem
in compressive sampling, all sample matrices randomly select their training samples
from the ground truth as their columns. Therefore, we totally generated 100 samples
matrices and 3600 experiments have been done based on dierent sparse level parameter
in sparse presentation. Of course, these sample matrices have overlap but not be the
same. For each emotion, we nd the largest classication rate, and they are organized as
a confusion matrix as shown in Table 4.1. As stated in previous section, we try to nd
a better fusion of visual and audio components for our sparse representation method.
Thus, two fusion methods: feature fusion and decision fusion both are tested in our
experiments as Table 4.1 shows.
Feature-level Fusion Decision-level Fusion
Fear Happy Sad Neutral Fear Happy Sad Neutral
Fear 0.95 0.16 0.46 0.81 0.87 0.817 0.54 0.76
Happy 0.80 0.46 0.54 0.76 0.80 0.97 0.54 0.90
Sad 0.73 0.29 0.62 0.62 0.60 0.49 0.77 0.67
Neutral 0.93 0 0.31 0.90 0.80 0.95 0.46 0.95
Note: The left part of this table is the confusion matrix of classication based
on feature-level fusion of two sources; The right part is the confusion matrix of
Classication based on the decision-level fusion of two sources.
Table 4.1: Confusion matrices of classication based on feature-level fusion and decision-
level fusion respectively.
From Table 4.1, we can see that, compared with feature-level fusion of visual and au-
dio components, the classication rate of decision-level fusion has obvious improvements
for \happy" (0.46 ! 0.97), \sad" (0.62 ! 0.77), and \neutral" (0.90 ! 0.95) on the
largest classication rate, but the performance on recognizing \fear" emotion is slightly
down (0.95 ! 0.87) . Additionally, because the test samples of other emotions we get
after user study are very rare, the results of other emotions are not listed in Table 4.1.
We will try to collect more videos to improve the experiment on other emotions in the
future.
Emotion is a subjective feeling which relies on audiences perceptions. Talking about
the emotion inevitably leads to a discussion about subjectivity. In addition, nding a
good sample matrix is a very tough problem. We consider the similarity of pairs of
feature vectors. In order to get the \optimal" sample matrix, we choose the feature
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vectors with lowest similarity between them for each emotion. Of course, it suers from
the limitations of the data set. Therefore, we will seek other better methods in our
future work or increase the number of test videos. Due to its inherent nature, home
videos with other emotions such as \fear" and \angry" are much fewer. Therefore, it is
dicult to compare our experimental results with the others' results in home video area.
4.4.2 Experimental Results For Presentation
It is very dicult to evaluate the quality of a video presentation as results are hard
to quantify computationally and the related factors to consider are highly complex.
Since there is no absolute measurement of presentation quality available, we evaluate
the quality of our presentation with a user study. For the experiment, we invited 15
people as our test subjects. A total of 9 video presentations of three dierent theme
videos were generated by our method, and used as the test videos. The information
about three original videos and the generated presentations is summarized in Table 4.2.
Video Theme Lo Lu LL Lf La Ls
A Graduation Ceremony 3m 47s 60s 40s 40.47s 51.39s 40.53s
B Birthday Party 3m 34s 60s 40s 49.17s 40.03s 42.63s
C Wedding Party 6m 10s 60s 40s 40.95s 40.35s 40.52s
Note: Video A, B and C are the collections of several short videos; Lo refers to
the total length of original video collection; Lu and LL provided by user is the upper
bound and lower bound of length of nal presentation respectively; Lf , La and Ls are
the length of created presentation for family, acquaintance and outsider respectively.
Table 4.2: Details of original videos and the corresponding three presentations.
Before viewing the video presentations, the subjects were given the aim of these
presentations and the relevant information: Video A is related to one specic graduation
ceremony; Video B is related to a birthday party; Video C is related to a wedding party;
We give an example of the original videos in Fig. 4.2. Lo is the total length of original
video collection; Lu and LL provided by user is the upper bound and lower bound
of length of nal presentation respectively; Lf , La and Ls are the length of created
presentation for family, acquaintance and outsider respectively. All relevant videos can
be found in the URL: http://mmas.comp.nus.edu.sg/NUSAAP/nusaap-JP.html. After
viewing each presentation, each subject was asked to compare them with the original
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Figure 4.2: Example of original videos. Note: The region in the yellow circle represents
the detected face.
one, and rate the presentation on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 represents worst, 5 represents
excellent. Table 4.3 shows the results of the evaluation.
Presentation A B C Average
Family 3.2 3.7 3.3 3.4
Acquaintance 3.3 3.4 3.7 3.5
Outsider 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.6
Table 4.3: Results of user study
From Table 4.3, we can see that on the whole, the presentations performed quite
well with scores of over 3 in all. Looking at the scores of each individual summary, all
the presentations constructed for video A - "Graduation Ceremony" - get the relative
lowest scores. This can be explained: this original video is recorded by an amateur
with a relatively inexpensive camera. As a result, low quality of original video such as
shaking eect, sound noise and low resolution aects the shot detection, the emotion
classication and even the identication of persons within video. All of these can aect
the construction and impression of this presentation, thus inuencing the score of family
presentation of video A. Furthermore, we have noticed that all home videos suer with
the problem of noise [YK02]. Therefore, as one of our future works, removing noise and
consideration of aesthetics should be introduced into our method in order to create more
satisfactory presentations.
On the other hand, compared to the scores of presentations for family and acquain-
tance members in each video theme, the scores of presentation for outsider are almost the
highest scores. Since an outsider presentation just cares if the content can mostly catch
the viewer's attention, this presentation reects the interesting parts in that collection.
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Therefore, subjects can easily judge this presentation.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, sparse presentation of aective analysis is used to classify the aective
states in home video for the rst time. By comparing dierent fusion of visual component
and audio component, it looks like that the decision-level of fusion is a better fusion
way. Additionally, based on the proposed three properties of videos and \diversity"
factor, home video presentations for family, acquaintance and outsider are automatically
created. The test results are good and satisfactory.
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Chapter 5
A Multimodal Approach For
Online Estimation of Subtle
Facial Expression
In Chapter 3, we proposed a computational framework to bridge the representation
and modeling from the aective video content to the categorical emotional states psy-
chological model. Furthermore, we developed a useful system to adaptively present the
home video based on our aective model in Chapter 4. Likewise, in this chapter we
develop another system to recognize the subtle expression of humans by combining the
facial expression with eye gaze information.
5.1 Introduction
Human Centered Computing is an emerging eld which aims to provide natural ways
for humans to use computers as aids. It is argued that for the computer to be able to
interact with humans, it needs to have the communication skills of humans. One of
these skills is the ability to understand the emotional state of people. In humans, emo-
tion fundamentally involves \physiological arousal, expressive behaviors, and conscious
experience" [Mye04]. Facial expression is the most expressive way humans display their
emotions. Therefore, extracting and validating emotional cues through analysis of users'
facial expressions is of high importance for improving the level of interaction in man
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machine communication systems.
A facial expression results from one or more motions or positions of the muscles of
the face [EF78]. These movements, including both global motions like head rotation
and local motions like eye or mouth movements, all convey the emotional state of the
individual to observers. Ekman [EF78] found six classical categories, referred to as the
universal emotions: happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust. However,
humans rarely display those emotions in a clear unambiguous manner [KWS98]. Subtle
facial expressions are more often involuntary as expressions are closely related to emotion.
It is nearly impossible to avoid expressions for certain emotions, even when it would be
strongly desirable to do so. In other words, there always exist some subtle cues, no matter
how unnoticed they are. The current existing approaches to measure facial expression are
categorized into three characteristics [PK09]: the location of facial actions, the intensity
of facial actions, and the dynamics of facial actions. However, it is dicult to acquire
these three characteristics of subtle facial expression. Additionally, people do not always
portray extreme facial expressions in normal situations. Therefore, there is an urgent
need for eective computational methods for analyzing subtle facial expression which
are brief, precise and appropriate for an online system.
The idea that the eyes are clues to emotions - \windows of the soul," as the French
poet Guillaume de Salluste wrote - is almost commonplace in literature and everyday
language [Hes65]. A person's eyes can reveal much about how person are feeling, or
what person are thinking. For example, the blink rate can show how nervous or at ease
a person may be, and even the stress levels the person is feeling [Tsu99]. Among these eye
responses, pupillary response is a physiological response that varies the size of the pupil,
either resulting in constriction or dilation (expansion), via activation or deactivation
of the iris dilator muscle. There are a variety of causes which result in changes on
pupillary size, such as an involuntary reex reaction to exposure or inexposure to light,
and interest in the subject of attention. Specically, dilated pupils indicate greater
aection or attraction, while constricted pupils send a colder signal [Hes65]. Thus, the
pupillary dilation and constriction of eyes is a signicant cue to convey some messages
of emotion to observers. Moreover, the pupillary reaction is involuntary which can not
be faked [PS03]. Therefore, taking advantage of eye pupil data into analyzing subtle
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Figure 5.1: The overall framework of our proposed approach
expression is preferred. We nd that the concurrent use of multiple modalities: facial
expression and eye pupil data is a viable strategy [XK12].
In this chapter, we propose an approach for online estimation of subtle expression
exploiting multiple modalities: facial expression, pupil size and previous emotional state.
The whole framework of our approach is shown in Fig 5.1. In this chapter, our key
contributions are:
 Our novel sparsity-based, multimodal method is proposed to analyze the subtle
expressions of human. Compared to existing approaches of analyzing the subtle
expression, our method is relatively simpler and faster.
 A novel concept to model person's emotion changes is proposed. This provides
us a predictive estimation about the probabilities of transition among individual's
emotions in the future research on analyzing individual's emotion.
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 To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst work to fuse facial expres-
sion, pupillary emotional response and previous emotion for analyzing the current
emotional state of human.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 reviews the related work to serve as
a preamble, and Section 5.3 describes the proposed methodology. Section 5.4 presents
the experimental results of the proposed methodology, and nally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.5.
5.2 Related Work
5.2.1 Facial Expression Recognition
As discussed in subsection 2.2, many researchers [CZLK98, CSG+03, SWB+06,
PK09, PC11, SZPR12, YWH10] have focused on facial expression recognition, and pro-
posed a variety of methods to recognize human's facial expression, such as: optical ow
method [CZLK98], Baysian classier [SGM06], and Hidden Markov Models [CGH00].
As far as we know, few researchers have focused on detecting subtle facial expressions,
and they all are oine implementations.
5.2.2 Multimodal Human's Emotion Analysis
As discussed in subsection 2.3, many works [ZTL+04, GP05, JNL+05, CCK+07,
NGP11a] have taken advantage of multiple channels to increase the robustness of system
and improve interpretation disambiguation in real-life situations. The emotion of people
can be reected by many channels: facial expression, body language, physiological signal,
etc. The eyes also create the obvious and immediate cues that lead to the formation of
impressions [FM07]. To the best of our knowledge, no earlier work has taken into account
the eye pupillary response information to help infer the human's emotion state in facial
expression analysis, especially used it as an aid to help analyze the subtle expressions.
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5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Modeling The Changes of Human's Emotion
Six basic emotion classes - happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust -
has been categorized by Ekman [EF78]. A person's emotional state can vary between
these six basic emotions in time. We try to answer the question: is the probability of
change from one emotional state to any other emotional state in a natural situation the
same? Specically, we also ask do people change from \happy" emotional state to the
other extreme, \sad" emotional state suddenly? Is this a common case? And if it occurs
often, what is the probability? Therefore, we propose a model to compute and represent
these probabilities of transitions. In addition, we argue that the transition probabilities
for dierent people are dierent. In order to solve this problem, we make the following
assumptions:
 People can switch their emotions only among seven emotions: neutral, happiness,
sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust.
 There is only environmental (external) stimulation (ignoring biochemical (internal)
stimulation), which means that if and only if there is an environmental stimulus,
the switch of emotions occurs.
 People are initially in \neutral" state.
 The switch of emotions is not sudden, that is, the current emotion is related to
the emotion state at previous instant time.
Markov chain is the simplest model which is a stochastic model that assumes the
Markov property, namely that, given the present state, the future and past states are
independent. It models the state of a system with a random variable that changes
through time. Fig 5.2 gives an example of Markov Chain. Therefore, the Markov chain
is very suitable for modeling our problem.
Specically, the seven emotional states are referred as the state space. The switch of
human's emotion has become the transition among emotional states in the state space
along with time. Therefore, the transition probability of each pair is calculated by
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Figure 5.2: A Markov Chain with 3 states (labeled S1; S2; S3).
Eq.(5.1).
P (Si ! Sj) = kSi ! SjkkSik ; i; j 2 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 (5.1)
Here, Si represents the i-th emotion. \Si ! Sj" represents the event that the occurrence
of emotional state Sj is following emotional state Si (i.e, the switch from emotion Si to
emotion Sj ); \kSi ! Sjk" means the times of occurrence of the event - Si ! Sj ; \kSik"
is the times of occurrence of Si in entire sequence.
Therefore, based on the collection of prior knowledge of emotion switches, we use
Eq.(5.1) to compute the model graph. Finally, one directed graph for group and one
special personal directed graph for each subject are created respectively.
5.3.2 Subtle Expression Analysis
5.3.2.1 Sparse Representation
The main idea of sparse representation is that the recognition of facial expression is
converted to the reconstruction of a sparse signal. To quote Patterns [Phi99], \When
it comes to expressing emotions, members of widely dierent cultures have much in
common,..., Such ndings imply that beneath all the cultural complexity of mankind,
there is a core of basic emotional expression that is understood all over the world." For
a photograph of facial expression, the interpretations of dierent cultures people are in
accord. We assume that there exists a common pattern for each facial expression to
display expression separately. However, which and how the low dimensional features of
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Figure 5.3: One intuitive example for sparse representation of facial expression in the
ideal situation. Fig 3(a): test \happy" facial expression image; Fig 3 (b): one example
of sample matrix A. Each column is corresponding to one emotion basis. From the
top to bottom, the emotions of rows are anger, disgust, fear, happy, neutral, sad and
surprise respectively. Fig 3 (c): sparse solution. In order to view conveniently, the sparse
solution which should be a column vector is organized as a matrix, and each entry in
it corresponds to the sample in Fig 3 (b). (\" represents the nonzero value, and \x"
represents the product of matrices); All these facial expression images are from JAFFE
database [LAKG98].
a facial expression images are the most relevant for recognition? It is dicult to give
a specic emotional pattern in terms of age, skin color, etc. Fortunately, sparse repre-
sentation can overcome this problem as long as there are sucient and over-complete
samples. Given a set of representative facial expression images for each emotion class can
be found as the basic expression patterns of that emotion class, each facial expression
image coming from that emotion class can be represented as a linear combination of the
basic expression patterns. Therefore, the equations in Section 3.3.2 can be employed in
this case but the y refers to the test facial expression, the sample matrix A is formed
by the presentative facial expression pattern images of each emotion. We provide an
intuitive example about this concept as Fig 5.3.
Considering the global sparse representation, we classify test facial expression image
based on how well the sparse entries associated with the patterns of each facial expression.
Furthermore, for each facial expression, we can construct a temporary image to represent
it based on the sparse solution. Similarly, the function j(x) dened in Section 3.3.2
returns a new vector whose nonzero entries correspond to the coecients belonging to
j-th class in the obtained solution ~x. The temporary image for j-th facial expression
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denoted by Ij is constructed using Eq.(5.2).
Ij = A  j(~x) (5.2)
In addition, the dierence between original feature image y and temporary image Ij is
named Sparse Condence denoted by SCj . Finally, we use the following Eq.(5.3) to
obtain it.
SCj = ky   Ijk2 (5.3)
5.3.2.2 Eyes' Pupillary Response
As mentioned in previous section, combining dierent informative cues to analyze
humans subtle emotion is preferred, since humans rarely display extreme facial expres-
sions on their faces. \eye tracking and pupil size variation can provide useful cues to
discriminate emotional states" [PS03]. So taking advantage of eye tracking and pupil
size into analyzing humans emotion is a possible way. On the other hand, Hess [Hes65]
argue that \dilation and constriction of pupils reect not only changes in light intensity
but also ongoing mental activity" and extreme dilation to interesting or pleasing stimuli
and extreme constriction to unpleasant or distasteful material.
When people receive stimuli, the pupil size will change: dilation or constriction along
with the changes of stimuli. One key point or fact is that people can not control their
pupillary response. Thus, the pupil size can provide a more reliable cue for analyzing
human emotional state even when people try to hide or control their expression such as
facial expression. On the other hand, there is considerable variation in the maximum
pupil size in any human age group [ASS00]. Therefore, it is not reasonable to use a
single and xed value to represent the pupil size of all people. The denition of dilation
or constriction of pupil of each person also should be dierent.
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Neutral j  j  2
Dilation    > 2




\Sparse Condence" values - SCs;
Previous emotional state - E0;
The current pupil emotion - Ep;
Ensure:
Ec
1: if Ep==NEUTRAL then
2: Ec = \neutral"
3: else
4: if Ep==DILATION then
5: E = the set of positive stimuli;
6: end if
7: if Ep==CONSTRICTION then
8: E = the set of negative stimuli;
9: end if
10: if E0 2 E then
11: Ec = E0
12: end if
13: end if
14: Ec = argmin(SCs) in E.
Algorithm 4: The Overall Algorithm For Recognition Of Subtle Expression
We use Eq.(5.4) to quantitatively dene the dilation and constriction of pupil size for
individuals.  and  represent the mean and standard variation of individual pupil size
in neutral stimuli respectively, and  represent the instant pupil size of a person.
5.3.2.3 Recognition of Emotion
Based on the Sparse Condence values (SCs) computed by Eq.(5.3), we take into
account the pupillary cue and the previous emotional state using the decision-level fu-
sion. The overall algorithm is summarized in Algorithm (4). Finally, the result Ec of
classication of emotion is fed into the Markov Chain to update the personal directed
graph of transition among seven emotions. Upon obtaining sucient individual data




We design three experiments as for the following objectives: rstly, we aims to un-
derstand the transition probabilities between seven basic emotions for human, because
the emotional state of human at previous instant time is considered in our algorith-
m. secondly, we try to test the performance of sparse representation used on facial
expression analysis; nally, compared to only using facial expression information, the
performance would improve with the aid of eye gaze information and previous emotional
state information.
Emotion Neutral Happy Surprise Anger Disgust Fear Sad
Neutral 75.58 0.30 0.53 9.73 1.29 0.53 12.03
Happy 0.13 91.95 1.49 1.34 0.89 3.09 1.11
Surprise 0.39 1.19 89.16 0.28 0.34 1.53 7.10
Anger 8.79 2.00 0.48 71.14 6.45 0.95 10.18
Disgust 1.69 1.71 0.73 8.09 82.34 0.94 4.49
Fear 1.67 13.44 6.57 2.99 2.33 64.53 8.47
Sad 4.06 0.67 4.43 3.71 1.27 1.13 84.72
Note: Each element pi;j represents the transition probability from ith emotion
to jth emotion. Here, all values are 100  probability.
Table 5.1: The transition probability matrices for group and one person respectively.
5.4.1 Modeling Human's emotion changes
In order to compute the group graph of average transition probabilities between
seven basic emotions: happy, sad, fear, anger, surprise, disgust and neutral, we invite 10
people as our subjects (ve males and ve females). We download about 55 videos from
Youtube and Tudou. We downloaded videos as we were unable to nd any standard
dataset of videos for emotion recognition. We assign an emotion label to a video, only if
three participants all choose that emotion label. Finally, 27 videos have been selected and
each emotion class has three videos. We concatenate these videos into one long video of
23 mins and 14 seconds. The ten participants were seated in front of a common camera
of a solution of 640 x 480 and required to show their facial expressions in a natural
way. An emotion application which is developed by Sebe group [SLCH02] is used to
record their emotions along with time. The classication obtained from the emotion
application is manually veried to eliminate the classication error by the application.
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Emotion Happy Surprise Sad Anger Disgust Fear Neutral
Happy 83.87 57.14 58.07 60.00 65.52 62.50 56.67
Surprise 41.94 89.29 32.26 33.33 34.48 40.63 36.67
Sad 61.29 53.57 83.87 66.67 65.52 62.50 53.33
Anger 67.74 32.14 38.71 90.00 44.83 56.25 16.67
Disgust 12.90 25.00 9.68 20.00 89.66 15.63 36.67
Fear 25.81 32.14 32.26 43.33 48.78 93.75 26.67
Neutral 64.52 28.57 51.61 50.00 37.93 56.25 86.67
Table 5.2: Person-independent confusion matrix for classifying facial expressions using
sparse representation.
The collection of data is fed into our Markov Model to compute a group directed graph
model representing the average transition probabilities among seven basic emotions as
shown in Table 5.1 and one personal directed graph model for each subject by the method
we propose.
5.4.2 Sparse Representation In Analyzing Facial Expression
We use the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database [LAKG98] to do
the experiments of sparse representation of facial expressions. Because the choice of sam-
ple matrix is still a challenge in compressive sampling area [NT09], random generation
is one way to choose the basic expression pattern images from database for us. There-
fore, 250 sample matrices are generated, and 16000 experiments have been done based
on dierent sparse level parameter in sparse representation. Of course, the columns of
these sample matrices have overlap. For each emotion, we nd the largest classica-
tion rate, and they are organized in a confusion matrix as shown in Table 5.2. From
Table 5.2, we can see that based on dierent sample matrices, all of the best classica-
tion rates for each emotion are over 85% in person-independent experiment. Moreover,
the classication rates of \anger" and \fear" for person-independent are even over 90%.
Specially, the results on the recognition of emotions: fear, surprise, disgust, anger has
the best performance in person-independent experiments of facial expression recognition
with JAFFE database. These results convince us that the sparse representation of facial
expression would have higher performance on larger database for some other optimal
sample matrices.
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Figure 5.4: The setup of experiments.
5.4.3 Experimental Results For Subtle Facial Expression Analysis
For our experiment to determine subtle expression, we use the videos as stated in
Section 5.4.1. These videos have been classied under dierent emotional tags: happy,
sad, surprise, anger, fear, disgust and neutral. We try to use those videos to stimulate the
subject's emotion. Here, we have to point out that it must be the rst time for the subject
to watch these videos, so that their responses are direct, reliable and authentic, required
for testing our approach. The camera we use in the experiment is a common camera of
640 x 480 solution. The eye-tracker we use is the product of SMI group. This SMI eye
tracker provides a robust and real time analysis for gaze position, eye movements and
pupil dynamics, record stimulus screen content and automatically analyze user-dened
areas of interest within the subject's eld of view. The eye-tracker uses 250 Hz to capture
the diameters of pupils. Fig. 5.4 shows an example of that one subject is seated in front
of eye tracker, web camera, and a computer which is playing a video stimuli to evoke
the emotion of subject.
We design two experiments for dierent goals. In the rst experiment, the subject
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Emotion Happy Surprise Neutral EP2
Ndetected 50 51 103 95
Ncorrect 13 50 95 87
Rate 26.00 98.04 92.00 91.58
Note: Ndetected represents the total number of cap-
tured subtle facial expression images. Ncorrect rep-
resents the number of subtle expression images
which are recognized correctly. EP2 represents the
second experiment that tests the ability to tell the
\real" emotion.
Table 5.3: The experimental results for the proposed subtle facial expression recognition
method.
is required to be seated in front of the camera and eye-tracker to watch the videos
from each of the emotional tags and display their natural emotions. When the subject
nishes watching one video, she is also required to state her emotional state when she is
watching that video. If and only if the emotion declared by the subject is in accord with
the video's emotion, then the corresponding experimental results can be used. This
is because dierent people display dierent emotions for the same video. Thus, this
step is to make sure the experimental results are reliable. After that, the experimental
results corresponding to exaggerated facial expressions are eliminated since we aim to
test the classication rate of subtle facial expression. In the second experiment, the
subject is required to display wrong facial expression, that is, the emotional expressions
on face are not the \real" emotions she is feeling. Finally, the experimental results of
two experiments are shown in Table 5.3.
From Table 5.3, we can see that the ability to tell the real emotion of humans reaches
0.9158 by our approach. On the other hand, all of the recognitions of \surprise", and
\neutral" subtle facial expressions are over 90%. Compared to the results in Table 5.2,
the performances of recognizing \surprise", and \neutral" emotions get improvements
with the help of eye pupil information. The detected images of other emotions after we
eliminate the expressive images are very rare, so the results of these emotions are not
listed in this table.
Finally, we build a complete system with friendly interface in terms of the proposed
method as Fig. 5.5 shows.
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Figure 5.5: An instant of our developed system to identify the emotion of human. The
left widow is showing the image captured by camera, and the red window is showing the
detected face. Green window represents the position xed by eye tracker. The right side
of this photo is showing the current recognized emotion.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we propose a multimodal approach for online estimation of subtle
facial expression. A novel sparsity-based facial expression analysis is proposed to recog-
nize the facial expressions. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst work to
fuse the facial expression, pupil size and previous emotional state to classify the subtle
facial expressions. Additionally, we propose a novel concept to model the transition
probabilities among the seven emotions. The establishment of the model can provide
a predictive estimation about switch of emotions, which is good for the future research
of individuals' emotion changes. The experimental results show that: rst, the sparse
representation has a good classication rate on facial expression. Second, the fusion





In Chapter 3, a computational framework to bridge the representation and modeling
from the aective video content to the categorical emotional states psychological model
has been built. Furthermore, we developed two dierent applications to take advantage
of the proposed aective representation and modeling respectively in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. In this chapter, considering the aective information of images, we also
develop another application to generate a suitable subset of photos from the personal
photo collection for sharing with dierent social kinship groups. It can also be used
to determine whether an individual photo is appropriate for sharing with a particular
kinship group.
6.1 Introduction
The current proliferation of consumer cameras has enabled people to easily record
and collect a huge amount of multimedia content like personal digital photos. The digital
camera has become a very convenient means for home users to preserve their meaningful
moments or experiences such as weddings, holiday trips and birthdays. The bundling
of mobile phones with built-in cameras has also contributed towards the enlargement of
personal digital photo collections. While home users build large photo collections, they
usually pick a few selected photos to print and decorate their homes and oces, and
make them beautiful, comforting, and warm. Moreover, with the popularity of DIY (do
it yourself) gifts like DIY mugs, T-shirts, and posters with personal photos are becoming
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popular gifts, especially among young people. Personal digital photos are thus becoming
an important part of our lives. Additionally, many platforms to enhance the sharing
experience with people at a distance have sprung up with the advancement of social
networks, such as FaceBook and Flickr. Sharing personal photos through participatory
media have become a signicant means of interaction between people [Bab07].
However, there are some issues encountered when people try to select from their
personal photo collections. First, the photo collection is massive that grows with time.
Manually organizing and managing the photo collection is a tedious and time-consuming
task. Second, duplicate photos are often present in the photo collection, as people are
used to taking multiple photos to guarantee that at least one of them is of good enough
quality for preservation and sharing. As a result, it is very inecient and time-consuming
to manually browse through collections or select photos from them. Third, most photos
are taken by people with amateur skills using amateur devices. Therefore, the low quality
and artifacts-ridden photos increase the work needed for ltering. Furthermore, distinct
individual preferences have been observed for such video and image content [XK11]. This
in turn makes it necessary to select and show dierent photos to cater for the diversity
of preferences. Taking a photo collection of birthday party as an example, people would
rather print a photo with family members than with unfamiliar guests. However, an
amusing photo could catch the attention of outsiders as compared to a family photo,
when it is shared over a public network. Furthermore, it is not a good idea to keep all
the photos in online albums. This is because that it wastes other people's time to go
through the entire album. In view of these prevailing problems, there is an urgent need
for an eective solution for selecting a small set of personal photos that are engaging yet
appropriate for the target viewer preferences.
Not surprisingly, many research eorts have been expended on developing techniques
for organizing and managing the personal photos, such as the \albuming" tools like
MyPhotos [SZZL02], SmartAlbum [TCMK02]. For instance, a query-based \albuming"
tool allows user to select the photos with the annotations including the query keywords.
To the best of our knowledge, none of them help users automatically select the appro-
priate photos when they want to share with dierent social kinship groups, without
requiring extra manual input from them. The selection of photos for sharing is not com-
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Figure 6.1: The Framework of the proposed approach. The input single photo would be
fed into dierent processing components (with detected face or without detected face)
depending on the result of face detection.
pletely equal to choose the photos which are more memorable. Recent studies shows that
it is not an inexplicable phenomenon that variation in memorability of images is consis-
tent across subjects, and indicating that some images are intrinsically more memorable,
independent of a subjects' contexts and biases [IPO11]. However, the photo sharing is
not independent of a subjects' contexts and biases based on the considerations of the
privacy of subjects, which is also validated by our experiments.
In this chapter, we rst consider three social groups: family members, acquaintances,
and outsiders, and then consider two cases of the provided personal photos: a photo col-
lection (album) and a single photo. For the photo album case, we rst make use of
content similarity to cluster photos. Then, one single photo possessing the best image
quality would be selected as the representative photo for each photo cluster. Conse-
quently, the single photo will be processed by our proposed approach whose framework
is presented in Fig. 6.1. Aesthetic features, aective features, and social features are
extracted from the photo separately. Finally, the support vector machine (SVM) clas-
sier and the maximum likelihood method are employed for classication. The main
contributions of our work are as follows:
 We propose the concept of adaptive sharing of photos with dierent social kinship
groups.
 We utilize the aect factor of photos for the selection process, going beyond only
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facial expressions.
 We have developed an approach that works on a photo collection and for an indi-
vidual photo.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 reviews the related work to serve as
a preamble, and Section 6.3 describes the proposed approach. Section 6.4 shows the
experimental results, and nally, the conclusions are provided in Section 6.5.
6.2 Related Work
Many eorts have been put on the development of techniques to help home users
organize, manage, browse their huge photo collections including indexing and retrieval.
Mulhem et al. [MLLK03] proposed a query-based methodology exploiting the learning-
based meaningful visual vocabularies to identify and describe the concepts and relations
in the photo contents to semantically index and retrieve photos. Neil et al. [OLC+06] p-
resented a MediAssist demonstration system to manage personal photo collections based
on contextual information and content-based analysis. It is also a query-based tool to
retrieve photos in terms of semiautomatic annotation techniques. MiAlbum developed
by Liu et al. [WSZ00] was a system with semi-automatic image annotation methods
to tag, browse, retrieve, group and export (send or print) photos. Besides, MyPhoto-
s [SZZL02], SmartAlbum [TCMK02] Photoware both had a friendly visualization inter-
face with thumbnails to allow people to access their collection as well as to organize and
manage photos based on the folder metaphor. Sentic Album [CH12] is a novel online per-
sonal photo management system which intelligently organizes, annotates, and retrieves
photos based on the content concept with contextual information. Chu et al. [CL08] se-
lected the representative photo by modeling the mutual relation of near-duplicate photo
pairs. Guldogan et al. [GKG13] could generate the personalized image(s) subset from a
give album based on the \interest set" of that particular user.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them consider the concept of adaptive
selection of photos for dierent social kinship groups. Moreover, they do not use the
aect of photos other than using the facial expressions.
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6.3 Methodology
In order to automatically decide whether a photo is appropriate for sharing with
a particular social group, or to generate a suitable subset of photos from the photo
collection to share with a particular social group, we consider three factors:
 The Aesthetic Factor
 The Social Factor
 The Aect Factor
Aesthetic visual quality assessment of photos has been studied in detail since it is
known to inuence the photo selection process of most people. As we know, humans are
more interested in the things that are more visually appealing than others. Therefore
the aesthetic quality of photo is critical for assessing the utility of a photo.
People overwhelmingly attend to humans in images and videos with the faces dom-
inating visual attention [CXF+03]. In other words, faces within the photos are often
the main areas of attention. The face information implicit in a personal photo, such as
the relative importance of faces, the personal relationship between the faces, and even
the relationship between a face and the owner of the photo, plays a vital role in the
consideration for sharing that photo. For most people, photos with unknown people is
less important than a photo capturing themselves. We refer the above-mentioned infor-
mation as the social features of a photo. Thus, when faces are detected in a photo, it is
necessary to consider the social features hidden in that photo.
Finally, we argue that people may like photos which make them think or make them
emotional. The photos could make them happy either explicitly because of the content
of the photo or implicitly because of the associations or memories linked to that photo.
In either case, this phenomenon reects the fact that the aect contained in the photo
is also an important factor in the photo selection process of most users. Here, the aect
of the photo mainly refers to the emotion evoked in the viewer when he or she views
this photo. Additionally, as stated in [CL09], the facial expression is a very important
attribute of a photo with people. Therefore, when faces are detected, we also need to
recognize the facial expressions contained.
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Figure 6.2: The overview of pre-processing when a photo album or collection is provided.
So far, we have provided the motivation behind considering the aesthetic, social,
and aect features of photos. In the following subsection, we will detail the proposed
approach.
6.3.1 Pre-Processing of The Photo Album
Clustering of the photos is a necessary basic step for photo organization. One photo
cluster can contain any number of photos, and a photo could belong to a few dierent
clusters in many \albuming" tools. This is dierent from our approach which only
concerns with the content similarity of photos, and each photo therefore belongs only to
one photo cluster.
With the proliferation of digital cameras, a large number of personal photos are
being rapidly accumulated. Duplicate photos, photos with similar content and photos of
low quality are unavoidable. It is not very useful to retain all such photos. Extracting
the blur and noise features of each photo, we rst take advantage of the no-reference
image quality assessment method [CJJ09] to compute a score for each photo. The
photos of low image quality would be ltered out based on the threshold score (0.91
in our experiments). Then, the remaining photos are categorized into a few clusters
based on the content similarity between photos within a cluster. The content similarity
is computed by block-based least square error combined with time stamp. The photo
with the highest image quality score in each photo cluster would be selected as the
representative photo to feed into the assessment component. This whole framework is
shown in Fig. 6.2 when users provide a photo collections instead of a single photo.
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Next, based on the results of face detection procedure, the photos would be divided
into people or non-people category. Then the aesthetic feature, aective feature and
social feature extraction are applied to the two categories and is detailed in the next
subsection.
6.3.2 Assessment Factor Features
6.3.2.1 The Aesthetic Factor
In the art and photography eld, aesthetics refers to the appreciation of beauty and
principles of the nature. Since it is a fact that humans are more interested in visually
appealing things, the photos with high aesthetic quality would attract more interest and
are more willingly shared by people. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider its aesthetic
visual quality when we recommend a photo to share.
The aesthetic features of personal photo is highly related to the following factors:
the environmental conditions, the quality of the digital camera, and the photographic
technique. [LC09][CL09] have empirically studied the perception of aesthetics in pho-
tography, and demonstrated that color, lighting, size and location of main subject were
the important factors when judging the beauty of a photo. Their strategic use would
highly aect the aesthetic visual quality, as well as the impression of viewer. In the
case of personal photos, we consider the most signicant objects to be the faces. There-
fore, the color and lighting features [LC09] are extracted across the entire photo when
it has no face detected. On the other hand, we focus on the color and lighting features
of its background region (the region outside of faces) while faces are detected in that
photo. Additionally, the size and its relative location of faces are also computed as the
aesthetic feature. Specically, each image is divided uniformly into 9 regions which in-
dex from left to right, and from top to bottom. Each region will be assigned a weight
~wi 2 [1; : : : ; 9] representing the importance in terms of the aesthetic knowledge. In order
to learn ~w for each region, we compute the normalized histogram of face occurrences
of the 9 regions from all the samples with faces to represent the ~w. In terms of our
database, ~w1; : : : ; ~w9 are 0:03; 0:23; 0:03; 0:12; 0:35; 0:14; 0:02; 0:06; 0:02. The size of face
is computed by size(face)=size(image).
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6.3.2.2 The Social Factor
As discussed earlier, faces in personal photos are considerably important elements
drawing more attention. It is imperative to discover the potential information among
the faces in the photo, such as the importance of faces, the relationship between the
faces and the relationship between the face and user.
In the chapter we assume that the social network of the user would be built in ad-
vance to indicate the interpersonal relationships. This could be built either via explicit
social network platforms or implicitly (such as by using a conversational social network).
This social network not only includes the daily interpersonal relations, such as family
members, intimate kinship-based relationships as well as formal institutional relation-
ships but it can also contain special relationships depending on the preference of the
user, such as his/her most favorite celebrities. Intuitively, when someone deliberately
takes a photograph with a movie-star or the President, he/she probably would like to
share this photo. Although this situation usually occurs rarely, we could take this into
account for the sake of completeness.
Thus the initial social network is built from the connection lists of the user, such as
phone contact list, email, Facebook, Weibo, and Twitter. Data mining technique can
be taken advantage of to extract the required information. For example, we can extract
many information, such as the name, phone number, email address, person photo, and
group category from the contact information stored in user's phone. We can also nd
the related information from all the channels, the user takes advantage of, to keep con-
tact with others. As long as the person has at least some contact with the user in the
user-dened recency period, he/she would be one node of the social network. Based on
the extracted words indicating the relationship, the link in the social network would be
assigned an attribute: one of the six categories (family, relative, familiar friend, acquain-
tance, stranger, and another special category). The special category would be composed
of the celebrities { famous persons based on the preference of user. Meanwhile, based on
the frequency of their communication, the link would also be assigned a corresponding
link weight representing the degree of association between each other. Therefore, each
link in the social network has a label of (category, weight). An initial complete graph
is established from our approach to represent the social network of user. Each catego-
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ry has an importance weight denoted by wci for i 2 [1; : : : ; 6] respectively. The weight
representing the degree of association of the linked people pi and pj is denoted w(pi;pj)
and range from 1 (weakest) to 10(strongest). The weight < 0 represents the fact that
the linked people is a complete unknown person, or a disliked celebrity. The larger the
value, the stronger is the association of the two linked persons.
While faces are detected, the method by [TP91] is employed to identify the faces in
the existing social network. The corresponding social features in terms of the current
social network have: the number of the faces, the association value of each pair of faces,
between-face distances in the photo, the association value between the user and each
face, and the importance of faces. The association value is computed by wci  w(pi;pj),
and the importance of faces is computed by ~w  wc  size(face)=size(image).
6.3.2.3 The Aective Factor
This is one of our contributions that aect within photos other than the facial ex-
pressions is taken into account for photo sharing. Depending on whether the photo has
faces or not, its corresponding aect is either dened as the emotion evoked in most
viewers when it has no faces, or the expressions on the detected faces within it. Thus
we dene the aect as the emotion evoked in most viewers if there is no face detected in
the photo. We further dene the aect as the facial expression if face is detected. Also,
the aect within a photo is represented by a set of seven basic discrete emotional states:
neutral, happy, sad, surprise, disgust, anger and fear. In our work, we take advantage
of sparse representation approach to recognize the aect of a photo.
The main idea of utilizing sparse representation into aective analysis is that any fea-
ture vector representing one emotional state can be represented by a linear combination
of a comprehensive set of representative feature vectors representing that corresponding
emotional state. More details about the motivation of exploiting sparse representation
theory into aective analysis on photo and facial expression are described in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 respectively.
Photos without people. [Kan03] has studied the aect of image can be cap-
tured by visual color features. Thus, the extracted features in test feature vector y and
corresponding sample matrix A are composed of the visual color features.
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Photos with people. In order to recognize the facial expression using sparsity
based approach, we extract the faces from photo, and then exploit face alignment. Linear
binary pattern (LBP ) features are extracted for each detected face, and used to form y
and corresponding A.
Therefore, given the test feature vector y 2 <k, which is a k-dimensional feature
vector represents the aective content of a test photo (either facial expression features
or the color visual features) and the corresponding sample matrix A, we have y = Ax in
terms of sparse representation theory. The approximation of x which is a sparse vector
is obtained by solving y = Ax. Finally, the approximation of x is the feature we need
for aect factor.
6.3.3 Social Groups
This is another contribution of our work: introducing the adaptive photo sharing
concept. Dierent people may be interested in dierent photo content. Ideally, a per-
sonalized assessment of a photo should be done for each person individually. However,
this is not yet practical. Therefore, as stated in Section 4.3.3.3, the people the user
would like to share with are also categorized into three dierent interest groups for our
nal sharing assessment.
 Family Members: consists of the people with intimate kinship-based relationships.
 Acquaintances: contains the people with formal and institution relationships.
 Outsiders: consists of the individuals who do not belong to the previous two groups.
6.3.4 Classier Design
The nal classication decision of a photo has slight dierences because of the used
features. Aesthetic, aective and social features are extracted for a photo with face(s)
detected, while only aesthetic and aective features are extracted for a photo without
detected faces.
Since it is normal to share a photo with multiple social groups, there is a total
of seven combinations possible based on the pre-dened social kinship groups: family
member, acquaintance, and outsider. They are: 1) family members; 2) acquaintances;
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Figure 6.3: The algorithm for assessing which social groups the input photo is suitable
for sharing.
3) outsiders; 4) family members and acquaintances; 5) family members and outsiders;
6) acquaintances and outsiders; 7) family members, acquaintance and outsiders. A
support vector machine (SVM) with kernel function [CL11] is trained for each possible
combination using the combination features of two or three factors. The reason of
choosing SVM is because that it can easily capture the complex relationships between
the data without having to perform dicult transformations. The combination features
of two or three factors are separately fed into these seven SVM classiers, and the
category with the maximum likelihood in the seven SVM classiers is the nal decision
for the current photo. Fig. 6.3 illustrate the entire classication process.
In addition, we also train a individual SVM classier for each social group (family
members, acquaintances and outsiders). In terms of slight dierence on the feature
vector of photos with detected face and photos without detected face, each photo group
has completely individual SVM classiers of social groups. The nal decision is made
by the vote of the result of each classier. Specically, for example, if SVM for family
members group output the positive result, then the input image will be shared with
family member no matter what results we obtain from other SVM classier. If and only
if all three SVM classiers (for family members, acquaintance and outsiders) obtain the
negative results, then the input image won't be shared with anyone.
6.4 Experiments
To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available personal photo database




Group of Photos SVM1 36.16% 32.93%
Without People SVM2 36.97% 32.2%
Group of Photos SVM1 60.34% 58.87%
With People SVM2 46.42% 66.67%
Note: SVM1 refers to the linear SVM classier, and SVM2
refers to the non-linear SVM classier.
Table 6.1: The results of SVM classier of person independent.
Decision-level Feature-level
Fusion Fusion
Photo Without SVM1 44.13% 41.85%
Face Group SVM2 46.97% 50.5%
Photo With SVM1 85.57% 69.57%
Face Group SVM2 72.23% 69.73%
Table 6.2: The results of SVM classier of person dependent.
2744 personal photos from 7 subjects. About fty percent of these photos contain people,
including photos which may do not show face but show the body. In order to collect
the ground truth, the subjects were asked to answer the question: who do you want to
share this photo with? Additionally, we also requested the subjects to modify the initial
social network obtained by data mining in order to make our experiments more reliable.
Based on the results of face detection algorithm, this photo collection is divided into two
classes: photos without people (i.e. no face detected) and photos with people (i.e. face
detected). However, based on the face detection algorithm, only 265 personal photos
have faces detected. The reasons causing low accuracy of face detection in our home
photo collection may be that: these home photos used for experiments directly collect
from subjects. We do not make any restrictions about the quality of photos and the
content of photos, and we do not also make any selection or changes on these raw home
photos when we obtain these home photos. Therefore, faces appearing in these photos
can have any pose, any size, and even they may be not clear. Then, it is very normal
that the accuracy of face detection reduces in this particular and real-life home photo
dataset. The remaining photos are classied as photos without people.
In terms of the extracted features from the social, aesthetic, and aect factors, we
use support vector machine (SVM) to train the classier for each possible category.
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Figure 6.4: Image examples for sharing with dierent social groups.
Figure 6.5: The classication results of second classier design - SVM1. Note: \Others"
refers to a set of photos which won't be shared with other people by user.
Meanwhile, leave-one-out cross validation method is used to test the obtained SVM
classier on group of photos with people, and K-fold cross-validation is used for group of
photos without people. We design two main scenarios in order to nd a better strategy
of training SVM classiers, and understand the selection process of ordinary users as
much as possible. One is person dependent which means we train the classiers based
on the samples of each person.The objective is to adequately consider the personal
characteristics. Correspondingly, the other one is person independent which considers
all the samples regardless of who is the owner of the photo. Fig. 6.4 shows image
examples for sharing with dierent social groups.
Table 6.1 shows the results based on the entire dataset when we consider dierent
classier and distinct fusion method. From this table, we can see that the classication
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Figure 6.6: The classication results of second classier design - SVM2.
results of group (photos with people) are higher than group of photos without people.
This phenomenon demonstrates that the social information hidden among the persons
of the photo plays an important role in the selection process of common people.
Table 6.2 presents the person-dependent classication results. As we can see that the
results are better than the results of Table 6.1. The performance of classiers improves.
It validates that it is necessary to independently consider the preference of each user
enabling the results to better satisfy the user. In future, a self-learning method can be
built to learn the preference of current user through each sharing experience. Meanwhile,
Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 both show the social information hidden among the persons of the
photo plays an important role in the selection process of common people. Compared to
Table 6.1, Table 6.2 shows that the preference of user is also very important. Therefore,
we claim that the social features are more important and favored by most audiences.
Then, we can do more experiments to substantiate this point in the future.
Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 present the classication results of second classier design which
both are person-independent respectively using linear and non-linear SVM classier. As
we can see that the histograms for group of photos with detected face are higher than
these for group of photos without detected face in the both gures. In other words, the
results for group of photos with detected face is better than the results for another photo
group. We have obtained one signicant insight that the social factor of images does
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appear to have the most signicate role in the photo selection process of most people
when they intend to share photos.
Finally, we have to point out one observation from our ground truth collection that
no photo (among the 2744) is thought to be appropriate for sharing with family members
and outsiders but not for acquaintances. Maybe this photo collection is not sucient to
validate this conclusion.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we rst presented a brief overview of the current photo management
methods and system, and outlined several issues we intended to address here. Then,
given the motivation of considering aesthetic, social and aect factors of photo, we
elaborate on the pre-processing, the extracted features, as well as the division of social
kinship groups. Subsequently, our experiments demonstrate the utility of the proposed
approach. This method not only automatically generates a suitable subset of photos
from the personal photo collection for sharing with dierent social kinship groups, but
it can also be used to check whether an individual photo is appropriate for sharing with





This thesis examined the mapping from the aective content in videos to the categor-
ical psychological models, that is, dening the links between the categorical emotional
states and low-level features. The detailed modeling of aective content of videos has
revealed that the proposed sparse representation can eectively represent and model
the aective video content based on the categorical emotional states model. The results
show the classication rate of the fusion of visual and audio components outperforms
that using the audio features only, while slight improvement compared to visual features
only. This is perhaps because when the test unit - \shot" - is very short, the features
extracted from audio component are not very precise compared to visual features, which
inuences the nal classication result. Also, the results demonstrate that the proposed
methods to construct the sample matrix performed eciently. In parallel, we manage to
obtain intensity time curves that represent the degree of contribution of each emotion to
the overall aect within a video. The dominant emotion curves are largely in line with
the video content. Therefore, the proposed model not only performs the classication of
aective video content, but also provides a reliable approach for obtaining the intensity
of discrete emotion. We can claim that the proposed approach is more in line with the
way that people articulate their emotion experience. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the rst work that compute the intensity of emotions considering the categorical
emotional states.
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Besides, this thesis also presented the importance of the aect in the area of aective
computing, and tested the application of the sparse representation modeling of aective
content. A very useful framework has been successfully developed to construct an adap-
tive presentation of home videos for various social groups: family, acquaintance, and
outsider in terms of the aect factor and face factor. The results of classifying emotions
of shots of home videos show that the performances of classication of \happy" decrease,
but the performance of \neutral" increases slightly. This may be because of the noise of
the home videos which hindered the quality of the audio features of \happy" shot com-
pared to \neutral" shot. By decision fusion of visual component and audio component,
only aective events \happy" and \sad" are detected with high accuracy based on a
good sample matrix. In addition, the results of user study for the adaptive presentation
generated by the proposed algorithms demonstrate that our method is very eective
in video sharing and the users are satised with the videos generated by our method.
Emotion is a subjective feeling which relies on perceptions. Talking about the emotion
inevitably leads to a discussion about subjectivity. Thus, it is dicult to compare our
experimental results with the others' results in home video area.
Besides the adaptive presentation of home videos, this thesis also exploited the af-
fective analysis to developed a multimodal approach exploiting the facial expression,
eye gaze data and previous emotional states have been successfully proposed for online
estimating the subtle facial expression. It is found that the performances of recognizing
\surprise" and \neutral" emotions are improved with the help of eye pupil information.
Additionally, the results demonstrate that the fusion of facial expression, pupillary size
and previous emotional state is a promising strategy for analyzing subtle expression. To
the best of our knowledge, this work is also the rst work to fuse the facial expression,
pupil size and previous emotional state to classify the subtle facial expressions.
Finally, this thesis also utilizes the aective analysis technique to develop a novel
approach based on the aesthetic, aective and social features for photo sharing. The
results demonstrate the utility of the proposed approach to generate a suitable subset
of photos from the personal photo collection for sharing with dierent social kinship
groups. It can also be used to check whether an individual photo is appropriate for
sharing with a particular kinship group.
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7.2 Future Work
In this section, we will discuss the challenges for aective analysis in video and outline
the issues that need to be addressed.
7.2.1 Subtle Facial Expression Analysis
\Aect" also implies aective display, such as facial expression, or gestural behavior
that indicates the aect sometimes [Van07]. Facial expression is the most expressive way
humans display their emotions. A facial expression results from one or more motions
or positions of the muscles of the face [EF78]. These movements, including both global
motions like head rotation and local motions like eye or mouth movements, all convey
the emotional state of the individual to observers. However, humans rarely display
those emotions in a clear unambiguous manner [KWS98]. Moreover, people do not
always portray extreme facial expressions in normal situations. The current existing
approaches to measure facial expression are categorized into three characteristics [PK09]:
the location of facial actions, the intensity of facial actions, and the dynamics of facial
actions. However, the most dicult thing for subtle facial expression is to acquire these
three characteristics. So, compared to the methods to recognize the extreme facial
expression, the fundamental issues for subtle facial expression analysis are:
 capture more and reliable visual aective information or features.
 real-time system implementation is still a challenge.
 Depth information using Kinect as well as audio information can be tried in future.
7.2.2 Multimodal Emotion Analysis
Intrinsically, the fusion of various modalities can increase the condence of results of
classication. For example, current facial expression analysis techniques are sensitive to
the head orientation, luminance, and occlusion. While, the speech processing also is sen-
sitive to auditory noise in current technique. But, the fusion of visual and audio clues is
able to make use of the complementary information to improve the robustness and con-
dence of system, as well as interpretation disambiguation in real-life situations. Many
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psychological studies have theoretically and empirically demonstrated the importance
of the integration of information from multiple modalities (vocal and visual expression)
to yield a coherent representation and inference of emotions [AR92]. As a result, an
increasing amount of research eort is being put on this eld.
The fusion just takes advantage of the diverse and complementary information, but
does not solve problems raised in each source. Therefore, in order to gain a better
performance, the issues left in each area unavoidably need to be solved. For example,
the fundamental issue mentioned in subsection 7.2.1 for subtle facial expression is still
unsolved.
Moreover, we notice that as the information sources are fused, a critical issue about
data set appears. The most used dataset [GP05] is generated by asking the subjects
to perform the corresponding emotional expressions in front of a camera, microphone,
and/or even wearing some special devices. As reported in [GP05], there is no a publicly
available database with bi-modal expressive face and body gesture. This situation leads
to the algorithm lacking the generality and fair comparison, because of the controlled
condition of generation training and test dataset.
Authentic aective expressions are dicult to collect because they are relatively rare,
short lived, and lled with subtle context-based changes that make it dicult to elicit
aective displays without inuencing the results [ZPRH09]. Additionally, user study for
ground truth of emotional expressions is very time-consuming and less reliable. More-
over, a large number of aective states are much more dicult (if possible at all) to
elicit, like fear and stress. This state of aairs makes the analysis of spontaneous emo-
tional expression a very dicult task. Until now, many databases of human emotional
behavior do exist, such as Cohn-Kanade facial expression database [KTC00]. However,
most of data contained in those databases currently lack labels. One of the reasons for
this situation is that there is no standard metadata to identify the aective states in a
video and the context in which this aect was shown.
In summary, two main issues also exist in this area. We list them as following:
 Reliable features for facial expression are still needed.
 An authentic and public database with multi-modal emotional events is needed.
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7.2.3 Utilizing Eye Gaze Data
As one of the most important features of the human face, eyes and their movements
is a useful cue in expressing the human's desires, focus, cognitive processes, and even
emotional states. \The importance of eye movements to the individual's perception of
and attention to the visual world is implicitly acknowledged as it is the method through
which we gather the information necessary to negotiate our way through and identify
the properties of the visual world" [HJ10]. The point or region of gaze usually represents
the interesting part which mostly attracts the humans' attention. Therefore, it is useful
to help people in understanding semantic information from video/image. For example,
basic categorizations of eye movements include saccades and xations. A xation occurs
when the gaze rests for some minimum amount of time on a small predened area, usually
within 2-5 degrees of central vision, usually for at least 80-100 ms [HJ10]. Saccades are
fast, jump-like rotations of the eye between two xated areas, bringing objects of interest
into the central few degrees of the visual eld. Smooth pursuit movements are a further
categorization that describe the eye following a moving object [HJ10].
A number of eorts have been put on the mechanisms and dynamics of eye rotation.
However, it is important to point out that the eye tracker does not provide the absolute
gaze direction, but rather can only measure changes in gaze direction. Thus, some
calibration procedure is required to help people to know precisely what a subject is
looking at. Even those techniques that track features of the retina cannot provide exact
gaze direction because there is no specic anatomical feature that marks the exact point
where the visual axis meets the retina, if indeed there is such a single, stable point [HJ10].
An accurate and reliable calibration is essential for obtaining valid and repeatable eye
movement data, and this can be a signicant challenge for non-verbal subjects or those
who have unstable gaze.
In addition, each existing method of eye tracking has their advantages and disadvan-
tages, and the choice of an eye tracking system depends on considerations of cost and
application. There is a trade-o between cost and sensitivity, with the most sensitive
systems costing many tens of thousands of dollars and requiring considerable expertise
to operate properly. Interpretation of the results still requires some level of expertise,
however, because a misaligned or poorly calibrated system can produce wildly erroneous
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data.
If we want to use the eye gaze tracking into aective analysis, some issues need to
be solved. they are:
 An accurate and reliable calibration method is needed to obtain valid and repeat-
able eye movement data and better understand what the user is looking at.
 A simpler, low cost eye gaze tracking system is required.
 Characterization of the relation of eye gaze data (like pupillary dilation) with aect
needs to be studied.
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